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iNtroDuctioN

within the historic town of Niagara-on-the-Lake, Glendale is an important gateway and an emerging urban commu-
nity—a mostly new place bisected by the QEw and nestled between the Niagara Escarpment and the town’s rich 
farmlands.  It is gradually growing and evolving with a distinct mix of land uses.  Anticipating significant change in 
the years ahead, the town has commissioned this plan to ensure future development in Glendale enhances the 
environment, economy and livability of Niagara-on-the-Lake.

i Purpose and Intent of this Document

the purpose of this document is to guide development of Niagara-on-the-Lake’s Glendale community.  it describes 
the context for growth and change in Glendale, illustrates a long-term vision and plan, and sets out Official Plan 
policies and urban design guidelines for the area.  it also describes tools, initiatives and strategies necessary to 
implement the plan.

this document is intended to be used by:
Landowners and developers seeking to develop land within Glendale;• 
town staff and council when reviewing development proposals and considering municipal projects;• 
Niagara region staff and provincial staff when considering and proposing infrastructure and other • 
projects in the area;
other planning authorities and agencies with a policy or jurisdictional interest in Glendale;• 
residents, businesses and institutions in Niagara-on-the-Lake wishing to understand the long-term plan • 
for Glendale.

ii Document Structure

this document comprises three parts:

Part 1  summarizes the findings of the study that preceded preparation of the Glendale Plan and establishes the 
land use policy context for the plan, highlighting applicable provincial, regional and Niagara Escarpment policies.

Part 2  describes and illustrates the long-term vision and overall urban design framework that emerged from the 
Glendale study and provide the basis for the plan.

Part 3  contains the secondary plan for Glendale, including principles and policies regarding land use, built form, 
the public realm, transportation, conservation areas, energy, water and waste.  site development guidelines are 
also prescribed, and key implementation actions are identified.  Schedules addressing land use, building heights, 
transportation and the public realm support the policies, and diagrams illustrate the urban design intent of the plan.



Urban communities undergo a 
continuous process of change, 
growth and evolution.  Those 
that understand their existing 
strengths and weaknesses, and 
prepare for the challenges and 
opportunities ahead, can drive 
positive change and improve their 
physical environment, economic 
vitality and quality of life.
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pArt 1:
sEttiNG thE stAGE for 
thE sEcoNDAry pLAN

Glendale is a developing community at the primary highway gateway to Niagara-
on-the-Lake.  it is home to the popular white oaks resort, the Niagara-on-the-
Lake campus of Niagara college and scattered employment uses, among other 
developments.  up to 4,000 residents will eventually join the hundreds who already 
live in the Niagara-on-the-Green development on the south side of the QEw, and the 
goal is to attract more “prestige employment” uses seeking good highway access and 
visibility.  yet, to most residents of Niagara-on-the-Lake, and its three million visitors 
annually, Glendale is not seen as a community but rather as an entry point to the 
town and its many attractions.  Development has not been guided by a coherent, 
long-term vision of how Glendale should function and what it should look and feel 
like.  there is an increasing number of people living, working, learning and staying in 
Glendale, but it does not yet have a “sense of place”.  Since land development and 
investments in the public realm are vital to establishing the identity of a community 
and sustaining its environment, the Town needs clear and specific policies and 
guidelines regarding land use, built form, streets and open spaces.

in september 2005, the town of Niagara-on-the-Lake initiated the Glendale urban 
Design study to develop an urban design vision, framework and guidelines that will 
guide development in Glendale over the next 25 years. urban strategies inc. was 
retained to lead the study. the study area included the entire Glendale community, 
but the focus of its analysis and recommendations was on the lands between Airport 
road-taylor road and townline road, on both sides of the QEw, where development 
pressures are greatest.
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1.1   study purpose and Goals

the primary purpose of the urban Design study was to provide clear direction for change in the regulatory frame-
work that controls development in Glendale, which will help establish a degree of certainty about the commu-
nity’s future in physical terms.  it was also the intent of the study to initiate a dialogue with the broad community, 
landowners and development interests in order to understand, address and balance local goals and expectations 
in the context of a coherent vision for Glendale.

the urban Design study began with a review of background information and an analysis of existing conditions.  
staff from the town, Niagara region and the ministry of transportation was involved in the study from the outset, 
and meetings were held with major landowners in the area to understand their interests and objectives.  prelimi-
nary urban design principles and visions were prepared and discussed with staff and key stakeholders.  following 
a public meeting and a technical evaluation of the options, the study team identified a preferred vision as the 
basis for urban design policies and guidelines.  A draft report with policy and guideline recommendations was 
prepared.  subsequently, town staff and the study team met with landowners and development proponents, and 
workshops were held with Town Council and residents, to refine the vision and policy directions.  

The Town’s Objectives for Glendale

Create a unique identity for the community that respects the character of the •	
Town’s other communities and distinguishes the highway interchange;

Establish a preamble to Old Town that reinforces and enhances Niagara-on-the-•	
Lake’s image to visitors;

Encourage a range of employment uses in the area, including industrial, re-•	
search	and	development,	office,	institutional,	hospitality	and	retail;

Enhance the transportation network such that pedestrians, cyclists, cars, trucks •	
and transit are accommodated comfortably and safely;

Ensure residents, workers, students and visitors in Glendale have good access to •	
amenities, generally within walking distance.
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Figure 1:  Niagara-on-the-Lake’s Urban Structure

1.2   Glendale’s physical context

centred on the QEw-Glendale Avenue interchange, Glendale functions as the major entryway to Niagara-on-the-
Lake yet is closer to downtown st. catharines than to the communities of Virgil and old town and is less than a 
kilometre and a half from the welland canal.  it is nestled beneath the Niagara Escarpment and surrounded by 
vineyards and other prime agricultural land.  while development needs to be sensitive to the rural context, it is the 
highway, the character of Niagara-on-the-Lake’s other communities and Glendale’s land-use role within the town 
that will have the greatest influence on its future shape and identity as an urban community.

the history and development pattern of Niagara-on-the-Lake’s well-established communities give them each 
a distinct character.  Old Town, the largest, displays urban qualities that continue to have an influence on town 
planning across North America.  its streetscapes, period architecture, open spaces and landmarks help to make it 
a very desirable place to live and visit.  Queenston has much of the same charm but is exclusively a leafy residen-
tial village.  the growing village of st. David’s has a more rural character.  Virgil, the town’s civic and agricultural 
service centre, also has a rural character that befits its role and its surroundings.
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Niagara-on-the-Lake’s other communities:

Old Town
focus for international tourism•	
tight-knit fabric based on urban grid creates •	
highly “walkable” environment
history, diversity of built form and lush •	
streetscaping contribute to special identity

Virgil
town’s civic centre•	
regional road 55 and concession grid •	
organize development
Village-like and rural in character•	

Queenston
Quiet residential village•	
historic homes and leafy streets establish •	
character

St. David’s
mixed-use village centred at a crossroads•	
rural character•	

In contrast, Glendale is a contemporary community, defined in large part by the highway interchange at its heart.  
It has long been the Town’s industrial centre, but it has yet to be defined in physical terms as a gateway, a com-
munity or a distinct place.  the opportunity still exists for future development to establish for Glendale a unique 
community and sense of place that reflects some of the qualities of Niagara-on-the-Lake’s other urban communi-
ties.  At the same time, in having the most significant potential for change of all the Town’s communities, Glen-
dale can support the goals of preserving the character and carefully managing growth within old town, Virgil, st. 
David’s and Queenston.  indeed, Glendale can distinguish itself by accommodating a range of desirable uses that, 
because of their nature, impacts or built form, would not be compatible with the scale and character of the town’s 
other urban places.  

Because Glendale is a relatively new community, surrounds a highway interchange and is intended to be the pri-
mary location for the town’s prestige employment uses, it will always be very different from Niagara-on-the-Lake’s 
other communities.  Nevertheless, in assuming a more contemporary form and complementing the other com-
munities, it should enhance the economy, image and physical qualities of the town as a whole and give visitors a 
sense of the quality of the community they are entering.
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View toward Glendale from the QEW

1.3   Glendale today

Glendale today comprises a range of land uses, including industrial, commercial, residential, institutional and 
open space.  on the north side of the QEw, below the homes along Queenston road, are a string of uses one 
might typically find at a highway interchange, including a gas station, fast-food restaurants (in this case, combined 
in one building), a hotel, distribution facilities, a road maintenance yard and truck service centres.  The mix of 
uses on the south side—namely Niagara college, white oaks resort and the developing Niagara-on-the-Green 
residential and commercial community—sets the stage for further development of commercial and other employ-
ment uses.  snaking through the area are two branches of six mile creek, with mature vegetation lining both.  
there are also stands of trees scattered across the north half of Glendale that enhance the natural setting. 

Around all of its edges, Glendale has a strong rural character.  But as one moves inward from the edges, the 
character becomes defined predominantly by a hodge-podge of development and roads designed to move cars 
and trucks efficiently, safely and swiftly.  As an urban community, Glendale has yet to define itself in physical 
terms.  It is new and not traditional; it has a defined set of places with distinct roles in land use terms but is unfin-
ished.  Fortunately, there is ample land and opportunity to “get things right” and turn the area’s weaknesses into 
strengths—to create a coherent, distinct place.
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Strengths

Glendale has many assets that will attract future development and can contribute to “place-making”, including:

Niagara-on-the-Green.

The Niagara Escarpment.

Niagara College.

close proximity to the region’s major tourist draws—Niagara falls, old town and the wineries;• 

Good access to the GtA and western New york marketplaces;• 

Excellent access and visibility from the QEw;• 

the Niagara Escarpment;• 

A growing residential population;• 

Niagara college;• 

A five-star resort, conference centre and receational facility—White Oaks.• 
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Unremarkable gateway image.

Unsightly highway commercial uses on high-value sites. Car-dominated landscapes.

Pedestrian-unfriendly streetscapes.

Weaknesses

the existing uses in Glendale are highly segregated, with many buildings surrounded by parking lots, and roads de-
signed solely for moving cars and trucks forming barriers between compatible land uses.  As a result, Glendale:

Lacks a distinct identity, sense of place and memorable image;• 

fails to establish a gateway to Niagara-on-the-Lake that evokes the cherished qualities of the town as a whole;• 

Lacks pedestrian amenities and connections, and generally discourages walking;• 

Lacks commercial amenities for residents, workers and students;• 

Does not provide an attractive setting for higher-order employment uses.• 
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1.4 proposed initiatives

the urban design plan for Glendale needs to both acknowledge and inform the major physical changes proposed 
for the community.  Two recent studies envision significant change to the physical and visual connections between 
Glendale and the QEw, with impacts on the community as a whole.  And recent development proposals suggest 
the landscape of Glendale is set to change dramatically.

1.4.1  Value Engineering Study of the Glendale Interchange (Feb. 2004) 

the region of Niagara and the ministry of transportation commissioned a value engineering study to address the 
adequacy of the Glendale Avenue crossing of the QEw in light of anticipated development of the adjacent lands, 
periodic traffic congestion and the role of the interchange as a gateway.  The goal of the study was to consider 
alternatives to the existing configuration and evaluate these on the basis of their effectiveness relative to their 
cost implications and overall network performance.  The alternatives, identified at a Value Engineering workshop, 
were informed by the following objectives:

provide an adequate level-of-service for current development and for expected future development in the • 
study area;

Maintain an efficient operation of the QEW / Glendale Avenue interchange;• 

provide a clear and direct gateway to Niagara-on-the-Lake;• 

provide a reasonable level of access to the trivieri site;• 

improve safety for all road users;• 

minimize adverse environmental implications; and• 

increase response time for emergency services.• 

Following a detailed traffic evaluation, the study team recommended four alternatives be subject to further review 
in future studies.  these were reviewed through an urban design lens during the Glendale urban Design study.  
comments from that team are summarized below.  A formal environmental assessment process to consider future 
improvements is set to begin in 2009.  

At this stage, the timing of further improvements to the Glendale interchange (minor improvements to the ramps 
were made in 2005) is uncertain and likely will depend on the MTO and the Region reaching a cost sharing 
agreement with the town and landowners.
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Option 1
The fly-over connecting Airport Road and Taylor 
road in this option is highly problematic, since it 
would have severe impacts on adjacent proper-
ties, most notably white oaks and Niagara-on-
the-Green.  With the fly-over, much of the east-
bound traffic destined for the Town would bypass 
york road, which is emerging is an important 
gateway in land use terms. 

Option 2
The fly-over in this option would have a far less 
severe impact on adjacent properties than the 
fly-over in E-2 and, in fact, would improve access 
to the trivieri site and the other employment 
lands in Glendale.  By helping relieve congestion 
on Glendale and York Boulevard, the fly-over may 
facilitate a more pedestrian-friendly environment 
on these streets.

Option 3
the ramps directly linking Airport road to the 
westbound QEw would result in much visitor 
traffic to the Town effectively bypassing Glendale 
and its commercial amenities, likely resulting in 
adverse economic impacts.  the ramp terminat-
ing at Glendale Avenue Extension would appear 
to be a viable way to provide much better access 
to Niagara college and the trivieri site.

Option 4
while a local road through the Niagara college 
and trivieri sites would greatly improve access, a 
ramp extension or regional road between the two 
properties, terminating at taylor road would have 
a disruptive and divisive impact.
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1.4.2  Glendale Gateway Study (April 2003)

in 2002, the town commissioned the Glendale Gateway study with the objectives to establish themes for the 
Gateway Area, translate the themes into landscape and urban design elements, and to develop urban design and 
landscape guidelines.  The themes identified were “Agriculture”, “Environment”, “Heritage” and “Technology”.

the study focused on the image of Glendale, particularly as conveyed by landscape and streetscape elements 
within three component parts that comprise the gateway:  the Approach along the QEw, the Bridge, and the 
Access routes of Glendale Avenue and york road.  in addition to new plantings in orchard-like rows and vertical 
elements/panels along the Approach, the study recommended buildings along the QEW be low-rise, with 
a prestigious character, loading and service areas oriented away from the highway, and parking screened.  
immediately around the Bridge, adjacent to the highway ramps, the landscape design should be based on the 
image of a vineyard.  On the bridge, a dedicated pedestrian/bicycle pathway should be built.

with respect to the Access, the study called for traditional urban design, with buildings along Glendale Avenue 
located close to the street and occupying a minimum 50% of the frontage, and parking located at the rear of 
buildings.  It suggests that York Road, between Airport Road and Glendale Avenue, take on a “main street” 
character as adjacent lands develop, again, with buildings establishing a consistent street wall.  the mature 
woodlot near the intersection of york and Glendale should be mostly preserved to provide a natural backdrop to 
development in the area.

with regard to building heights, the Gateway study observed that medium-rise buildings 10-30 metres tall would 
be appropriate in the Access.  it also concluded that there are opportunities for taller buildings of 20-50 metres 
at “nodes” along the Access.  The rationale provided for tall buildings included the character of Glendale as a 
contemporary community, its location along the QEw and the relatively smaller lot sizes along Glendale Avenue 
and York Road.  However, the study did not make firm recommendations about building height in the Access, 
instead calling for further, more detailed study to determine the appropriate locations, characteristics and urban 
design controls for taller buildings.
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1.4.3  Development Proposals

there are a number of active development proposals to which the urban Design study responded and which, in 
turn, should be guided by the Glendale plan, including the following:

A plan of subdivision for industrial uses has been approved for lands east of Townline Road, and the first • 
phase of development has proceeded.

the owner of lands on both sides of york road, east of Airport road, has expressed interest in developing a • 
high-rise 

the owner of lands on the north side of york road, east of Glendale Avenue has proposed building two • 
hotels, a restaurant and potentially a conference facility.

the owners of the white oaks resort have proposed a 9-storey addition to their existing 7-storey building, • 
further hotel expansion with another high-rise building, and a mixed-use office building at the corner of Taylor 
road and Glendale Avenue.

In 2008, a mixed-use “lifestyle centre” between the existing Leon’s store and White Oaks was proposed, in • 
cooperation with the Niagara-on-the-Green developer.  the development would be a regional shopping and 
tourist destination with up to 700,000 square feet of street-related retail and entertainment uses, and would 
also include office space and residential units above stores.  The 2008 application has been put in abeyance 
as a new retail development partnership(s) is explored.  Consequently, a new proposal may be advanced that 
differs from the main street oriented lifestyle centre proposal.
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1.5  policy context

Development in Glendale is regulated by provincial and regional land use policies, with which the Glendale plan 
must comply.  the plan must also have regard for the Niagara Escarpment plan, and general policies of the town’s 
Official Plan will continue to apply.  This section provides an overview of each jursidiction’s pertinent policies.

1.5.1 Provincial Policy Statement

The 2005 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) sets the policy foundation for regulating the development and use of 
land in Ontario.  Municipal Official Plans and amendments to these plans must be consistent with the PPS.

the pps, in section 1.1.3, calls for growth to be focused and vitality promoted in settlement Areas.  Land use 
patterns within Settlement Areas shall be based on densities and a mix of land uses that efficiently use land, 
infrastructure and resources and minimize negative impacts to air quality and climate change.  the pps heavily 
promotes intensification and redevelopment to help sustain healthy, liveable and safe communities; it calls for 
appropriate development standards that facilitate intensification, redevelopment and compact form.  To comply 
with the pps, the urban design vision, policies and guidelines for Glendale should facilitate compact forms of 
development and anticipate intensification as the community continues to grow.

1.5.2 Places to Grow:  Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe

The Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (GGH), prepared under the Places to Grow Act, 2005, provides 
a framework for implementing stronger communities and managing growth across the Greater Golden horseshoe.  
At the core of the plan are policies that encourage the development of complete communities containing a mix 
of land uses, employment and housing types.  one of the key objectives of the Growth plan is compact, transit 
supportive communities that provide an appropriate range of employment uses including industrial, commercial 
and institutional uses to meet long-term needs.

the plan focuses future population and employment growth to established settlement areas, such as Glendale, 
and to built-up areas in particular.  the policies applicable to Glendale include the general policy stating that 
population and employment growth will be accommodated by, among other strategies:

reducing dependence on the automobile through the development of mixed-use, transit-supportive, • 
pedestrian-friendly urban environments;

Ensuring the availability of sufficient land for employment to accommodate forecasted growth;• 

planning and investing for a balance of jobs and housing in communities across the GGh;• 

Encouraging cities and towns to develop as complete communities with a diverse mix of land uses, a range • 
and mix of employment and housing types, high quality public open space and easy access to local stores 
and services;

Directing development to settlement areas.• 
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Intensification is a central theme of the Growth Plan.  Municipalities are required to establish intensification 
targets and develop and implement policies aimed at achieving the target and generally promoting intensification.

the Growth plan locates the entire town of Niagara-on-the-Lake within the Greenbelt Area, and therefore the 
policies of the Greenbelt plan also apply to Glendale.

1.5.3 Greenbelt Plan

the Greenbelt plan 2005 provides protection to the ecological and agricultural features and functions across 
the Golden horseshoe and restricts where urbanization can occur. the Greenbelt plan designates Glendale as 
a Settlement Area (Town/Villages), which are intended to support significant economic, social and commercial 
activity to maintain, intensify and revitalize the community.  These areas are identified as crucial nodes of 
economic and social sustainability that shall continue to evolve and grow.  the Green Belt plan complements and 
supports the Niagara Escarpment plan.

together, the Growth plan and Greenbelt plan effectively prevent expansion of Glendale’s urban boundary and 
promote the most efficient use of land designated for development.

1.5.4 Niagara Escarpment Plan

The Niagara Escarpment Plan, first approved in 1985, mandates and guides the preservation of the Niagara 
Escarpment and land in its vicinity to maintain a continuous natural environment and ensure development within 
and adjacent to the Escarpment is compatible with that environment. Glendale’s urban area sits entirely outside 
the boundary of the Niagara Escarpment plan Area and Area of Development control.  Adjacent to Glendale, 
however, the plan identifies an Escarpment Protection Area and an Escarpment Natural Area. The objectives for 
the Escarpment protection Area are to maintain and enhance the open landscape character, provide a buffer, and 
encourage agricultural, forestry and recreational uses. the objective for Escarpment Natural Areas is to maintain 
the most of the natural escarpment features including natural and heritage features. compatible recreation, 
conservation and educational activities that support and sustain the authentic landscape quality of Natural Areas 
are encouraged. 

1.5.5 Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority’s Ontario Regulation 155/06

Ontario Regulation 155/06, also referred to as “Regulation of Development, Interference with Wetlands and 
Alterations to Shorelines and Watercourses”, made under the Conservation Authorities Act, gives the NPCA 
authority to regulate development within and adjacent to Glendale’s defined creek valleys, to protect people, 
property and the natural environment from negative impacts.
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1.5.6 Current Region of Niagara Policy Plan (Strategy for Development and 
Conservation)

Niagara Region’s current Policy Plan identifies Glendale as an Urban Area.  In Urban Areas, the Strategy 
endeavours “to guide change so as to contribute and build a better Niagara while maintaining those urban 
characteristics and natural resources which make Niagara special.”  However, it is a policy of the plan that 
“primary responsibility for regulating the types, locations and densities of land uses within the defined urban 
areas rests with the local municipalities.”  The Region will review and comment on topics of Regional significance, 
including the amount and distribution of low, medium and high density residential uses and commercial and 
industrial uses; affordable housing; pedestrian as well as other transportation needs; and parks and recreation 
policies.  The Region is also concerned about aesthetic values and “a distribution and density of buildings which 
contributes to a pleasing urban character.”

1.5.7 Proposed Amendment to Region of Niagara Policy Plan

to conform to the province’s Growth plan for Greater Golden horseshoe, the region has recently adopted an 

amendment to its policy plan.  the Glendale plan, in turn, must conform with it.

The amendment designates the entirety of Glendale as a Designated Greenfield Area.  Such areas will be planned 

as compact, complete communities by:

where permitted by scale, accommodating a range of land uses including residential, commercial, (a) 
institutional, recreational, employment and other uses.

Where limited by scale or configuration, making a significant contribution to the growth of the respective (b) 
urban area as a complete community.

providing opportunities for integrated, mixed land uses.(c) 

Creating street patterns that are fine grain and in grid pattern, supporting transit and active (d) 

transportation within the area and to adjacent areas.

As per the amendment, the region will aim to achieve a gross minimum density target of 50 people and jobs 
combined per hectare for its Designated Greenfield Area, excluding natural heritage features. In order to achieve 

this target, the region will encourage local municipalities to:

Adopt minimum and maximum residential densities in local Official Plans, including distinctions between (a) 
net and gross density.

Include policies for achieving higher residential densities in greenfield areas.(b) 

Include policies for achieving a mix of housing types and densities in greenfield areas.(c) 

Develop greenfield development guidelines to support local policy direction for greenfield areas.(d) 
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Community Planning

the proposed amendment also includes community planning policies.  communities are generally comprised 
of the following key structural elements: residential areas and housing; commercial areas; community facilities 
and institutions; mixed use areas; public realm, including cultural amenities; and employment areas.  the region 
encourages the provision of a variety of housing types within communities to serve a variety of people, and 

encourages the development of attractive, well designed residential development that:

provides pedestrian connections to adjacent neighbourhoods, commercial areas, parks and schools.(a) 

De-emphasizes garages, especially in the front yard.(b) 

Emphasizes the entrance and points of access to neighbourhoods.(c) 

is accessible to all persons.(d) 

considers the principles of sustainability in building design.(e) 

provides an attractive, interconnected and walkable streetscape.(f) 

contributes to a sense of safety within the public realm.(g) 

Balances the need for private and public space.(h) 

creates or enhances an aesthetically pleasing and functional neighbourhood.(i) 

Encourages a variety of connections based on transportation mode between land uses, allowing people (j) 
to move freely between the places where they live, work and play.

Commercial Areas

With respect to commercial areas, the amendment to the Policy Plan promotes the “Main Street” form of 
commercial development, with building facades close to the street, an efficient use of land and a mix of uses in 
both new and established areas. commercial development and redevelopment projects should be designed as 
transit, pedestrian and cycling friendly spaces.  in Glendale, on the south service road between taylor and coon 
roads, a commercial centre is currently permitted for up to 400,000 square feet of commercial space, subject to:

the exclusion of a supermarket as a permitted use.(a) 

70% of the 400,000 square feet to be in commercial units greater than 10,000 square feet.(b) 

A minimum of 2 anchor units to be in excess of 43,000 square feet and a minimum of 2 anchor units to (c) 
be in excess of 20,000 square feet.

A minimum unit size of 5,000 square feet, save and except that 10% of the development may be ancillary (d) 
non-retail uses and retail stores and that the retail stores shall not be less than 3,000 square feet.

it is anticipated that amendments to the above referenced policy plan provisions may be proposed if and when a 
revised retail proposal to the region and the town is submitted for consideration.
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Mixed Use Areas

there are a number of policies in the proposed amendment regarding mixed use areas that apply to Glendale, 
including the following:

the region encourages the development of mixed use areas. mixed use areas should be planned to • 
accommodate a variety of complimentary land uses, including residential, commercial, employment, 
recreation, institutional and open space.

mixed use areas should be planned to accommodate a variety of housing types, with an emphasis on • 
providing opportunities for medium and high density residential development.

mixed use areas should be planned to allow for the mixing of land uses at several scales.  Land use • 
could be mixed within neighbourhoods, blocks, parcels and buildings.

mixed use areas should be planned to accommodate a variety of transportation modes, including • 
walking, cycling and transit.

Mixed use areas should be located in both greenfield and intensification areas.• 

Local municipalities are encouraged to identify mixed use areas in their official plans and create a set of • 
land use policies to guide development in these areas.

the planning of mixed use areas should direct particular attention to providing an attractive streetscape • 
environment and public realm. A higher quality of public realm design is expected for mixed use areas 
compared to other residential areas, as mixed use areas often have a higher proportion of public space 

(compared to private space).

Employment Areas

of particular relevance to Glendale, local municipalities are encouraged to designate and preserve lands within 
settlement areas which are adjacent to or in close proximity to existing major highway interchanges as areas for 
manufacturing, warehousing and ancillary retail, office and other employment land employment type uses.

1.5.8 Niagara Region Smart Growth Principles and Model Urban Design 
Guidelines

the region has initiated a smart Growth agenda in an effort to achieve environmentally sustainable development 

patterns across the region.  it adopted the following ten smart Growth principles:

create a mix of land uses• 

promote compact built form• 

offer a range of housing opportunities and choices• 

produce walkable neighbourhoods and communities• 

foster attractive communities and a sense of place• 
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preserve farmland and natural resources• 

Direct development into existing communities• 

provide a variety of transportation choices• 

make development predictable and cost effective• 

Encourage community stakeholder collaboration• 

to further implement the smart Growth agenda, the region recently commissioned and adopted urban design 
guidelines, which the vision, policies and guidelines for Glendale need to respect.  (The proposed amendment to 
the region’s policy plan promotes adoption of its model urban Design Guidelines or similar community design 
guidelines by the local municipalities to support the development of a strong sense of place and an overall approach to 
development which considers design at a broader neighbourhood and/or community scale.)  The guidelines are wide-
ranging and apply to both the private and public realms.  on matters of particular relevance to Glendale, the guidelines 

make the following general recommendations:

With regard to commercial uses, development should define streets and public spaces, create a distinct • 
sense of place and incorporate high-quality architectural treatments.

industrial development should preserve and incorporate natural features and provide continuity and • 
enclosure to streets; gateway buildings should be designed to give prominence to business parks and their 
sense prestige.

with regard to roads, the guidelines encourage the accommodation of  multiple modes of movement, • 
including pedestrians, bicycles and transit; roads with a strong visual quality and lined with trees; and 
minimizing pavement width.

sidewalks should provide convenient and safe connections and be designed as high-quality public spaces.• 

overall, the guidelines emphasize the importance of compact built form, pedestrian-friendly streets and • 
preserving natural features.

1.5.9  Town of Niagara-on-the-Lake Official Plan

The Town’s Official Plan currently sets out a general and somewhat flexible land use pattern and policies for Glendale 
but does not articulate a comprehensive vision or objectives for the community.  the bulk of the lands  on the north 
side of the QEW and on the south side east of Taylor Road, within Glendale (see map), are designated for Prestige 
industrial uses and referred to as the first capital Business park.  the main uses permitted in this area include:

“Prestige type industrial uses, well designed, carefully sighted and  landscaped in order to benefit from their • 
proximity and exposure to well traveled highways and to foster a good impression of the community and the 
industrial district.

Non-obnoxious industrial uses such as: light manufacturing; assembly of processed material, goods and • 
products; warehousing; public utilities; research and development laboratories that by their operation do not 
result in any threat to public health or safety; technology centres; office complexes; colleges and universities.”
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Figure 3:  Official Plan Land Use Map (Schedule “F”)

The Plan notes that “It is highly unlikely that all of the First Capital Business Park will develop for strictly industrial 
use.  In addition the efficient use of land suggests that community planning should consider place of work, 
shopping and residential accommodation in compact forms wherever possible and that these uses should be 
integrated to reduce the dependency on private automobiles.”  In Prestige Industrial areas, secondary uses 

permitted independent of a main use include:

“Commercial uses which provide services for the industrial area and which increase the attractiveness • 
for industry such as offices and retail outlets operated as a subsidiary function of an industry, provided 
they       meet prestige quality standards.

industrial related commercial uses such as bank, restaurant, service  station, hotel and motel are • 
permitted within the area shown as ‘service commercial with prestige industrial’ on the Land use 
Schedule F to this Plan.”

The Plan calls for the Zoning By-law to set out prestige quality standards, which may include “special requirements 
for limitation of uses, landscaping, buffering, off-street parking and unloading facilities, external building design 
and materials, sign control, and prohibition or screening of outside storage.”  Only limited open storage of goods 
or materials is permitted.
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A portion of the industrial lands between townline road and the East Branch of six mile creek is designated 
Light industrial, which permits a range of employment uses, including manufacturing; fabrication; assembly and 
processing; warehousing; servicing and maintenance operations; transportation facilities; and research and 
development laboratories.  Open storage of goods, materials or equipment shall be limited, generally confined to 
rear yards and screened.

the lands west of taylor road, on the south side of the QEw, are designated for the residential and commercial 
uses that comprise the proposed and partially-built Niagara-on-the-Green community.  on the regional 
Commercial lands along the QEW, a “big-box” development of up to 400,000 square feet is permitted; however, a 
supermarket is not permitted.  these lands are currently the subject of an application to increase the maximum 
permitted gross floor area to approximately 750,000 square feet.  This application is currently in abeyance and 
is anticipated to be revised once reactivated.  the net density permitted on the residential lands is limited to 

approximately 20 units per hectare.

While the Official Plan is clear in what is permitted and not permitted in each area of Glendale, it is not clear how 
the various land uses should come together and integrate to create a sense of community and sense of place.  
on the one hand, the plan encourages the integration of uses and compact forms of development to reduce 
car dependency.  on the other hand, its policies allow auto-oriented big-box retail and the dispersal of highway 
commercial uses around the interchange and along york road; and they do not permit higher-density residential 
development or basic commercial amenities within walking distance of Niagara college students and staff and 
Niagara-on-the-Green residents.  with respect to matters of built form and urban design, beyond calling for a low-
rise character to be maintained across the entire town, the plan is almost silent, deferring to the Zoning By-law 

without any guidance.  

1.5.10  Comprehensive Municipal Review of Employment Land (2009)

As part of the review of its Official Plan, the Town commissioned a study of its employment lands supply.  The 
study notes, “Planning for employment land in Niagara-on-the-Lake is important not only because of its economic 
contribution, but also because the supply is finite.  The Town is located entirely within the Provincial Greenbelt, 
which imposes strict controls on agricultural and open space areas designated as protected countryside.  As a 
result of these controls, there are few if any options to designate additional urban lands.”  Glendale contains over 
60% of the town’s 213 hectares of employment lands, over 50% of which are vacant.

the study concluded that the town has more than enough lands to accommodate its projected employment 
growth to 2031.  it recommends, nevertheless, that the employment lands in Glendale be maintained as the 
Town’s primary employment area due to their access and exposure to the QEW and Highway 405 and their flex-
ibility to provide a range of site size, price and ownership options.  Concluding that the Glendale “business park” 
is well-suited and marketable for development over the long term, the study also suggests that the town consider 
a gradation of urban design requirements depending on the visibility and profile of individual sites and an easing 
of open storage restrictions in appropriate locations.  to maintain a competitive supply of employment land, the 
study further suggests that current policies that permit certain retail and residential uses in a portion of Glen-

dale’s employment be reconsidered and that these uses be focused in other locations.
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1.5.11  Zoning By-law

Current Zoning By-law 500A-74

The Zoning By-law generally reflects what has been built in Glendale, with much of the land retaining designations, 
either “A” (Rural) or “PDH” (Holding), that do not permit urban development.  Almost of the properties on the south 
side of the QEw, including the Niagara college site, have a rural designation, the white oaks site, designated 
“C3” (Highway Commercial) being one exception.  On the north side, the undeveloped lands between Airport Road 
and Glendale Avenue have a holding designation.  the lands between Glendale Avenue and townline road and on 
the north side of York Road, east of Townline, are designated Restricted Industrial (“M1”).  Some developed sites 
along the QEW, west of Airport Road and east of Townline Road are designated General Industrial (“M2”).

A wide range of industrial and auto-oriented commercial uses are permitted in “M1” and “M2” zones, with a great 
deal of overlap between the two.  One notable difference is that open storage is not permitted in an “M1” zone, 
while warehouses are not permitted in an “M2” zone.  The development standards that apply to both “M1” and 
“M2” zones include the following:

Minimum lot frontage: 61 metres (200 feet)• 

Minimum lot area:  3716 square metres (approx. 1 acre)• 

Minimum lot depth: 61 metres (200 feet)• 

Maximum lot coverage: 25% (50% in M1 where sewer exists)• 

Minimum front setback: 15 metres (50 feet)• 

Minimum side setbacks: 3 metres (10 feet) interior, 9 metres (30) feet exterior• 

Minimum rear setback: 7.6 metres (25 feet)• 

Maximum height:  10.7 metres (35 feet)• 

Proposed Zoning By-law

in the draft comprehensive zoning by-law that has been prepared for the town, the current zoning for Glendale 
is maintained but shall be subject to amendment following adoption of an Official Plan Amendment (Secondary 

Plan) for the community. 
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1.6   challenges and opportunities

with much of Glendale still to be developed, there is ample opportunity to shape its character and sense of place 
and give it a distinct identity.

A central assumption of the urban Design study was that Glendale will continue to evolve generally in accordance 
with the land use pattern set out in the Town’s Official Plan.  With a limited supply of employment lands elsewhere 
in the town, it is vital to protect the existing employment lands in Glendale to ensure a balanced, sustainable 
local economy is maintained.  the north side of the QEw will be dominated by prestige employment, industrial, 
and highway and tourism-related commercial uses.  the south side of the QEw will have a balance of residential, 
commercial, institutional and prestige employment uses.

Given the general land use pattern established, there are several opportunities the Glendale plan responds to, as 
described below.

Glendale’s employment lands need a structure of use and character precincts that 
ensures development on highly visible sites is attractive and sensitive to its context.  

The Town’s Official Plan policies for employment lands need to have some flexibility to encourage a range of office 
and industrial development.  however, by applying higher and consistent performance standards along Glendale’s 
major thoroughfares—york road, Airport road and the QEw—matched to a long-term vision of each streetscape, 
the overall image of the community will be enhanced.  on the trivieri property and lands on the opposite side 
of the QEw, straddling york road, there is an opportunity to develop distinctive business parks with prominent 
landscape features and high-quality buildings.

A	business	park	gateway,	defined	by	taller	buildings	and	central	open	space,	would	
heighten	the	profile	of	Glendale’s	employment	lands.

At the intersection of york road and townline road, the latter potentially connecting to the Glendale Extension in 
the future via a fly-over, is an opportunity to establish a gateway to Glendale’s employment lands with one or more 
landmark buildings and a plaza.  Higher density office development at this node, complemented by ground-floor 
employee amenities, would reinforce Glendale as a gateway and a “place for business”.  
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Clustering hotels and ancillary commercial uses on York Road can result in the 
creation of a distinct, pedestrian-friendly place to visit within Glendale that is also a 
prelude to Old Town.

Glendale has an important role to play in supporting tourism in the town and region, but the community should 
be more than a pit stop on the way to somewhere else.  on the north side of the QEw, there is an opportunity to 
create a mixed-use “hospitality precinct” along York Road, where hotels, meeting facilities, restaurants, shops 
and offices can contribute to the creation of a contemporary, pedestrian-friendly main street.  With a decidedly 
different function than Old Town’s Queen Street, it nevertheless could reflect the urban and heritage qualities 
found in old town.

The growing activity generated by Niagara College, Niagara-on-the-Green, White 
Oaks and a future regional retail destination create the potential to establish a 
community hub on the south side of the QEW, with a central open space and a 
range of amenities.

today, Niagara college, Niagara-on-the-Green, and the white oaks resort are internalized developments, 
segregated from one another.  These places and their “residents” would benefit from more amenities in the area, 
within walking distance.  in the context of a regional shopping destination or other mixed-use development west 
of Taylor Road comes the opportunity to create a “village green” or other open space feature where residents, 
workers, students and visitors can meet, socialize, dine and shop for daily needs.  there is also the opportunity in 
this area for denser forms of housing and hotels with stores, restaurants and other services on the ground floors.

Significantly	enhancing	the	public	realm	will	be	critical	to	connecting	the	different	
places in Glendale and giving the community a coherent and distinct identity that 
reflects	the	rest	of	the	Town.

the quality of Glendale’s roads and open spaces will be fundamental to fully realizing the above opportunities 
and establishing an overall identity that relates to and reinforces the qualities of Niagara-on-the-Lake’s other 
communities.  The principal challenge is a significant one—to create a public realm that perceptually does not 
prioritize the movement and parking of cars and trucks over other transportation and land use options.  the 
key is to maintain a safe and efficient road network while encouraging walking, cycling and transit and defining 
streetscapes with well-designed buildings and landscapes.  In time, as the community intensifies and walking 
distances are shortened, a “pedestrian precinct” will emerge.

As shown on the following diagram, a business park gateway, a hospitality precinct and a mixed use community 
node conceptually define three focal points for future development and place-making in Glendale.  By 
concentrating office, hotel and residential development in these areas and linking them with tree-lined, 
pedestrian-friendly streets, each of these places can become inviting, “walkable” centres of activity that together 
brand Glendale as a distinct Niagara-on-the-Lake community.
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Urban design is fundamental to the 
creation of successful, sustainable, 
high-value environments.
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pArt 2:
thE LoNG-tErm VisioN  
for GLENDALE

taking a design-based approach, the Glendale plan articulates broadly supported 
objectives for the community and clear policies to direct and shape future develop-
ment.  the plan is based on a long-term vision that builds upon Glendale’s existing 
assets and demonstrates how future private development and public investments 
can together result in the creation of authentic and distinctive places.

to predict with any precision how a community will evolve over a 25-year period is dif-
ficult.  The decisions of individual landowners, economic and marketplace conditions, 
and the timing of infrastructure improvements will ultimately determine what is built 
and when in Glendale.  Nevertheless, the planning and designing of a community 
should be guided by a vision of what it can become.  while a vision should be descrip-
tive and illustrative, not prescriptive, it should inform Official Plan policy, zoning and 
site plan control, for without the right regulatory tools, the principles embodied in the 
vision, let alone the vision itself, will never be realized.
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Figure 5 illustrates the Long-term Vision for the Glendale community.  it is further illustrated in the photographs of 
a three-dimensional model on the following pages.  the Vision is comprehensive and intentionally bold to capture 
the full development potential and real place-making opportunities in Glendale.

The Vision is based on the opportunities identified in Part 1 and demonstrates the principles in Part 3 that under-
pin the plan.  It was developed and refined during the Glendale Urban Design Study through consultations with 
town, region and mto staff, key stakeholders in the area and the community at large.  some components of the 
vision reflect current or recent development proposals; site-specific concepts can be revised while still adhering 
to the overall vision.  there is broad support for the urban design principles embodied in the vision and the key 
concepts described below.

Hospitality Precinct

An urban street will develop along york road, east of Airport road, as both a gateway to the town and a destina-
tion for visitors and residents seeking accommodation, restaurants and other commercial establishments.  hotels 
and other commercial buildings, two to five storeys in height, will define and help animate the street.  Some of 
these buildings may include professional offices on their upper floors.  South of York Road, close to the QEW, a 
hotel up to 12 storeys, perhaps part of a larger resort, will create a landmark in the precinct.  york road itself will 
have a landscaped median, extra wide sidewalks and street trees to create a comfortable, inviting environment for 
walking, shopping and dining.  the west branch of six mile creek, its banks increasingly naturalized, will provide a 
backdrop for development.  

Glendale Business Park

At a new intersection where York Road meets Townline Road and an extended Glendale Extension, mid-rise office 
buildings up to eight storeys will cluster around a plaza to create a landmark and gateway to Glendale’s eastern 
employment lands.  the plaza will provide a setting for cafes and outdoor lunching.  North and east of the Busi-
ness Park Gateway, a range of employment uses will find a home, integrating themselves sensitively with the 
abundant natural features.  the highest order employment uses will line york road and occupy signature build-
ings facing the QEw.  Architectural excellence, beautiful streetscapes and the enhancement of natural areas will 
distinguish the business park from every other in the region.

Institutional and Office Campus

With access improved, the Trivieri property will develop as a prestige office and research campus to complement 
Niagara college, which in the fullness of time can accommodate additional academic, research and student resi-
dence buildings on its site.  Buildings up to five storeys will be organized around common spaces and an internal 
ring road.  As the site intensifies, structured parking will free up land for development and landscaped open spaces.
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Village Centre

on the south side of the QEw, a publicly accessible open space on taylor road becomes the heart of a mixed-use 
Village centre, where white oaks, Niagara-on-the-Green and a future retail destination physically and functionally 
come together.  Commercial, apartment and/or hotel buildings up to eight storeys, with active ground floor uses, 
will frame the open space.  the park and the restaurants, shops and services that surround it will be a place for 
residents, students, workers and visitors to gather.  The White Oaks site will gradually be intensified with addition-
al hotel space in buildings up to sixteen storeys and mixed-use buildings along taylor.  

Regional Mixed Use Destination

pedestrian-oriented stores, restaurants and cinemas serving a regional and inter-regional market will extend west 
of the Village Centre, complemented over time by apartments and offices to maintain vitality 24/7 and comple-
ment the Niagara-on-the-Green community.  Buildings will frame the public realm, which will be designed to en-
courage walking and street life.  the concept illustrated in figure 5 is one option that meets the city’s objectives; 
other options can be considered through the development approval process.

Niagara-on-the-Green

Eventually integrating with the Village centre and regional mixed use Destination at its edges, the Niagara-on-
the-Green community will continue to grow, incorporating a range of housing types within a “walkable” pattern of 
streets.  A neighbourhood park will provide a civic gathering place and playground, while stormwater pond areas 
will provide additional recreational amenities.

Built Form Variety

the Vision for Glendale depicts generally low-rise buildings, three storeys or less, in residential and industrial 
areas.  Along the QEW and other key corridors, buildings up to five storeys will give businesses a profile, define 
streets and open spaces, and animate the pedestrian realm.  in strategic locations close to the highway inter-
change, within the hospitality precinct, Business park Gateway and Village centre, elegant buildings of various 
heights will anchor the landscape of the interchange.

By accommodating and carefully locating taller, well-designed buildings around the interchange, the town can 
attract hotel and other development that would not be appropriate in old town but in Glendale can be used to 
mark and distinguish the gateway.  Buildings of varying heights across the community will result in an interest-
ing skyline, to which the Escarpment will provide a dramatic backdrop.  And by building great streets, parks and 
plazas, and framing them with high-quality buildings, Glendale will become memorable and cherished both as a 
gateway and a place.
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Three-dimensional Model of the Long-term Vision for Glendale

View looking south, with Queenston Road community and Hospitaliy Precinct in the foreground

View looking southeast from above the QEW, with the Village Centre and a portion of the Regional Mixed Use Destination on the right
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View looking northeast, with the Village Centre in the foreground

View looking northwest over the QEW, with the Office Campus on the left and the Business Park Gateway on the right
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View looking north over the Niagara-on-the-Green community and the Village Centre

View looking east over the Hospitality Precinct

Three-dimensional Model of the Long-term Vision for Glendale
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View looking south, with the Business Park Gateway in the foreground
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pArt 3:
GLENDALE commuNity 
sEcoNDAry pLAN

this part of the Glendale plan and the schedules appended to it constitute an 
amendment to the Official Plan of the Town of Niagara-on-the-Lake.  The other maps, 
diagrams and photographs included in part 3 are for illustrative purposes only.  users 
of this secondary plan should refer to the Town’s comprehensive Official Plan for gen-
eral town-wide policies applicable to Glendale.  The Official Plan and the preceding 
parts of this document also provide a context and background to planning and devel-
opment in Glendale.  Where the policies of this plan conflict with those in the general 
Official Plan, the policies of this plan shall prevail.
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3.1   introduction

Divided by the Queen Elizabeth way, nestled beneath the Niagara Escarpment and surrounded by prime agricul-
tural land, the community of Glendale has a vital role to play in enhancing and sustaining Niagara-on-the-Lake’s 
economy, physical environment and quality of life.  it contains the bulk of the town’s industrial employment lands; 
it can accommodate hospitality and other commercial uses that may not be compatible with the town’s older 
communities; and it is home to a major educational institution—Niagara college.  flowing through the area are two 
branches of six mile creek, with mature vegetation lining both.  there are also stands of trees scattered across 
the north half of Glendale that enhance the natural setting.  As a gateway, Glendale introduces visitors to Niagara-
on-the-Lake and therefore must be planned and designed carefully to reinforce the established identity of the 
town as a whole.

while development in Glendale needs to be sensitive to the rural context, it is the highway, the character of 
Niagara-on-the-Lake’s other communities and Glendale’s land-use role within the town that will have the greatest 
influence on its future shape and identity as an urban community.  Glendale is a relatively new community with 
significant capacity to grow and evolve.  By 2031, its residential population is expected to increase by more than 
4,000, and about 800 new jobs are expected to be created.  while anticipating these levels of growth, the land use 
structure and urban design policies of this plan are based on a vision of Glendale beyond 2031, fully built out.

the intent of this secondary plan is to ensure all future development and improvements in Glendale contribute to 
achieving a unified, holistic vision of a distinct, “walkable” community that attracts the highest order employment 
uses and establishes a remarkable gateway to the town.  As described in part 2 of this document, the major 
components of the long-term vision include:

a business park distinguished by high-quality streetscapes and anchored by a cluster of prestige uses at its • 
gateway;

a hospitality precinct along york road, where street-oriented hotels and other commercial uses offer a • 
prelude to old town;

institutional and office campuses, side by side below the Niagara Escarpment;• 

a diverse residential community on the south side of the QEw containing a mix of housing types;• 

an inter-regional, pedestrian-oriented retail destination • oriented to a central street and integrated with 
residential, office and hospitality uses;

a village centre where residential, retail, service and/or hospitality uses come together around a green • 
space to establish a civic focal point and amenity for the community;

a public realm distinguished by natural heritage features and pedestrian-friendly, tree-lined streets that • 
link and complement the above places.

in addition to establishing planning principles and policies to guide the preparation and review of development 
proposals, this plan identifies a number of public initiatives required to successfully implement the plan.  Many of 
these will be critical to facilitating and accommodating development and ensuring public and private investments 
are coordinated.  
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3.2   objectives and principles

planning principles provide a foundation for good urban design.  the principles described and illustrated in this 
section are based on the opportunities for improvements in Glendale and on common principles demonstrated 
in traditional and successful urban environments of the types planned for Glendale, including business parks, 
residential neighbourhoods, campuses and commercial main streets.  old town embodies these principles as well 
as any community in Ontario.  They are consistent with the Town’s objectives for Glendale, and they reflect the 
aspirations and priorities of the community members engaged in the preparation of this plan.

these principles will be used by the town and the region to direct the transformation of Glendale over the 
coming years.  they are not ranked by importance.  Depending on the area within Glendale and the nature of the 
proposed change, some will have more relevance than others.  however, they all shall be considered when making 
any planning decisions for Glendale.

PLACE MAKING AND BEAUTY

3.2.1 Establish an identity and sense of place for Glendale that is distinct yet  
 true to the overall identity of the town

in each area within Glendale development shall have compatible built form and streetscape characteristics • 
and contribute to a coherent, inviting place.

Development shall have an architectural and landscape quality that is consistent with the quality of • 
buildings and landscapes found in the town’s historic communities yet authentic and appropriate to 
Glendale’s circumstances as a contemporary place and a gateway.

streetscapes, parks and open spaces shall be greened with trees and other landscaping.  A consistent, • 
high-quality approach to streetscape elements, including signs, light standards, and sidewalks and 
intersections, will be pursued.

Buildings shall reflect Niagara-on-the-Lake’s concern for and attention to the aesthetics of development, • 
whether their design is contemporary or traditional.  the architecture of hotels, restaurants and stores, 
as well as residental and institutional buildings, should respect the town’s historic character, employing 
brick, stone and/or wood or wood alternatives as dominant materials.  Industrial, office and institutional 
buildings on main routes through Glendale shall be designed and built to a high standard.

Attractive buildings, landscaped open spaces and the Niagara Escarpment shall dominate the views of • 
Glendale from the QEw.  parking lots should be buffered by landscaping and divided by islands lined with 
trees.  No industrial storage areas shall be visible from the QEw or main routes through Glendale.

Development and the public realm shall be designed to encourage walking and cycling.• 
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DIVERSITY

3.2.2 Accommodate a diversity of employment uses and housing types

A full range of employment uses, from prestigious office buildings and research and development facilities • 
to manufacturing plants and distribution centres, shall be accommodated and encouraged in Glendale.

A variety of employment opportunities within a high quality built form setting shall be provided.• 

Logisitics centres and heavy machinery manufacturing are welcome uses, but outside storage will be • 
restricted to less visible sites and regulated.

the growth of Niagara college and new institutional uses are also encouraged.• 

in appropriate locations, hospitality and retail uses that support other employment uses and tourism in the • 
town generally are encouraged.

A variety of housing choices shall be provided in Glendale to accommodate all household types and • 

individuals at all stages of life, including higher density forms that complement existing and planned housing.

MIXED USES

3.2.3 Mix uses in strategic locations to create civic focal points and encourage   
 walking

To create identifiable places that promote economic activity and civic life, complementary land uses—• 
hotels, retail, residential and office—should be intermingled and concentrated around central open spaces 
and along key streets.

mixed-use buildings with street-related commercial or public uses at grade are encouraged along york • 
road, west of Glendale Avenue, and the north-south segment of taylor road, north of Glendale Avenue.

streets and other civic spaces in mixed-use areas shall encourage walking to and within the area while • 
providing places for meeting and gathering and reinforcing an urban identity.

residents, visitors, and Niagara college employees and students shall have access to basic commercial • 
and recreational amenities within walking distance.

STREET WALLS

3.2.4 Bring buildings to the street to define the streetscape and support an  
 active pedestrian environment

Buildings shall contribute to the creation of a street wall that frames the pedestrian environment and • 
establishes a generally consistent edge to development.

Build-to lines close to or at the property line will be established along main streets, in key places and to •	
frame civic squares or parks.
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Appropriate maximum front yard setbacks will be established in employment and commercial areas.• 

Buildings and their main entrances shall be oriented to and accessible from a public or private street or • 
pedestrian mews.

to provide for an inviting, comfortable pedestrian environment and enhance the image of Glendale, off-• 
street parking shall be buffered from the street and located at the rear or side of buildings where possible.

CONSERVATION

3.2.5 Preserve and respect natural heritage features

the environmental integrity of existing creek and stream corridors shall be protected and enhanced.• 

Existing woodlots should be preserved and be an amenity to the area.• 

Existing water courses and areas of natural vegetation shall be integrated into site design and the overall • 
character of Glendale.

the Escarpment shall continue to be the predominant physical feature of Glendale.  Development should • 
not diminish views of the Escarpment from the QEw, Airport road and Glendale Avenue as one approaches 
Glendale.

Development should have a net positive impact on air, water and soil quality in Glendale.• 

permeable paving materials are encouraged wherever practical.  rows of trees and swales should be used • 
to divide large surface parking areas.  

ADAPTABILITY

3.2.6 Anticipate intensification and potential changes in use over time

New buildings, streets, driveways and parking areas on large sites shall be planned to allow for the orderly • 
intensification of the site over time.

individual buildings should be designed to accommodate different tenancies and in some cases different • 
land uses during their life span.

BUILT FORM VARIETY

3.2.7 Use well-designed buildings to frame the public realm, reinforce the    
 gateway and distinguish the Glendale skyline

taller, landmark buildings will be permitted at strategic locations where they can help focus pedestrian-• 
oriented commercial activity, contribute to place-making and enhance the skyline.

tall buildings shall be slender and articulated to lend interest to the skyline and distinguish the Glendale • 

interchange.
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Long buildings shall be varied through architectural detailing and recesses to avoid uniform treatments • 

along the length of the building façade.

corner buildings should address the intersection with special architectural massing or detail.• 

while contributing to consistent and attractive streetscapes, buildings within neighbourhoods and • 
commercial areas shall display architectural variety.

WALKABLE STREETS

3.2.8 Build safe, attractive streets for pedestrians, cyclists, cars, trucks and 
transit

streets within residential, commercial and mixed-use areas should prioritize the movement and comfort of • 
pedestrians over other modes.

All major roads should have sidewalks on both sides and at least a single row of trees on both sides. All • 
local roads should have sidewalks on at least one side.

corners, intersections and crosswalks should have a special treatment that enhances pedestrian comfort • 
and safety.  Other traffic calming measures should be considered in pedestrian-oriented commercial areas.

the design of arterial and collector roads should include wide curb lanes or bike lanes to accommodate cyclists.• 

shared, interconnected rear laneways and drive aisles shall be encouraged where appropriate for the • 
proposed use as a secondary movement system to reinforce the public boulevard as the place for people 
and activities.

provision should be made for on-street parking in all pedestrian-priority areas.• 

in time, the super-elevated sections of york road and Glendale Avenue should be redesigned and • 
reconstructed to have a crowned section and streetscape elements conducive to a pedestrian-friendly 
environment.

EFFICIENCY

3.2.9 Use land, infrastructure, energy and water efficiently

reduce and consolidate access points to optimize the use of driveways and signalized intersections, to • 
rationalize turning movements, and enhance pedestrian safety.

where feasible, common laneways serving parking, loading and service areas at the rear of buildings shall • 
be provided.

interconnected systems of rear laneways and drive aisles across multiple properties shall be used where • 
appropriate for the proposed use to rationalize access, movement and parking and reduce congestion on 
public roads.

Shared parking facilities to maximize efficiency are encouraged.• 

The incorporation of renewable energy sources, high-efficiency electrical and mechanical systems, water • 
recycling and other “green” building features is encouraged.
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3.3   Land use and site Development

Underlying the long-term vision for Glendale is a framework of land use and character precincts, as identified 
in schedule A.  the framework outlines the type and nature of proposed uses within the different areas of 
Glendale.  The intent of defining land use and character precincts is to achieve a coherent and predictable pattern 
of development.  By grouping compatible uses and separating incompatible ones, and prescribing a general 
character for each area, distinct places can be created.  minor changes to the boundaries of the land use and 
character precincts are permitted without amendment to this plan, at the discretion of the Director of planning 
and Development.

many of the policies below focus on built form, since the location, massing and articulation of buildings play a 
major role in defining the character of a place.  The intent is to promote diversity, uniqueness and interest in the 
built environment by allowing a range of architectural expression and variation.  with respect to the heights of 
buildings, as indicated on schedule B, most new development in Glendale is not expected to exceed 5 storeys, 
and in many areas the height limit is 3 storeys.  Buildings greater than 5 storeys are restricted to three strategic 
areas close to the highway interchange, where taller buildings will mark the gateway, contribute to a distinctive 
skyline and preserve the prominence of the Escarpment.

Environmental conservation Areas that correspond to the branches of six mile creek are located between 
and buffer the land use precincts on the north side of the QEw.  the boundaries of these areas, schematically 
represented on schedule A are based on the Niagara peninsula conservation Authority’s regulation areas.  
Generally, the intention should be to preserve the integrity of these areas and enhance their ecology while 
permitting trails and passive enjoyment.

3.3.1 General Policies 

the following policies shall apply to all land use and character precincts within Glendale:

site development and building design shall demonstrate best practices in sustainability.  Development (a) 
designed for LEED™ (Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design) certification, that is, which meets or 
exceeds the internationally recognized standard for sustainable buildings, shall be encouraged.

stormwater management shall be incorporated into the planning and design of open spaces, buildings and (b) 
paved areas.  stormwater retention ponds and other elements should contribute to a park-like setting and 
connect to other open space amenities.

Existing mature trees shall be preserved wherever possible.  Niagara region’s tree and conservation By-law (c) 
shall apply in Glendale, and development applications may be required to include a tree preservation plan.

Applications for development on lands within or adjacent to Environmental conservation Areas shall (d) 
include an environmental impact study stating that there will be no negative impact on the natural feature 
or its ecological function.

Buildings shall be oriented toward streets in order to clearly define the public realm and create a consistent (e) 
street wall.
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main building entrances shall address and be accessible from a primary or secondary road.(f) 

All entrances to commercial-retail buildings shall be at-grade with and provide easy access to the public (g) 
sidewalk.

Building signage shall be incorporated into and coordinated with the architecture of the building, and signs (h) 
shall not dominate any one floor or the mechanical penthouse of a building.  Stand-alone and directional 
signage on private lands shall be incorporated into the design of the landscape and pedestrian-scale 
in height.  pole-mounted signs shall be prohibited, subject to the provisions of section 3.7.11 of this 
secondary plan.

shared driveways between two properties shall be encouraged.(i) 

the provision of parking above the minimum zoning requirement generally shall be discouraged.(j) 

parking facilities for bicycles shall be provided in all commercial developments.(k) 

parking lots shall be well landscaped and lit to provide safe, comfortable walking environments and (l) 
minimize energy waste.  the use of permeable materials for parking surfaces shall be considered.

Building heights shall be governed by schedule B.  the upper limit of the height ranges represents the (m) 
maximum permitted height in storeys, and the lower limit represents the preferred minimum height 
of buildings in storeys.  Buildings lower than the minimum may be permitted through a zoning by-law 
amendment and site plan approval and without amendment to this plan.  however, where the preferred 
minimum height is two or three storeys, the perceived mass of lower buildings at the front shall reflect the 
preferred minimum height.

on all buildings, mechanical penthouses, antennae, vents and chimneys shall be screened from view or (n) 
incorporated into the design of the roof.

An environmental site assessment and record of site conditions may be required prior to approval of (o) 
residential, institutional or other sensitive land uses on former agricultural or industrial lands.

Applications for development of sensitive uses adjacent to the QEw, regional roads and industrial (p) 
uses shall have regard for provincial policies and guidelines regarding land use compatibility and may 
be required to include a noise impact study addressing appropriate separation distances and/or noise 
mitigation measures.

3.3.2 Queenston Road Community

the land uses and character of development in the Queenston road community are not anticipated to change 
significantly.  The existing residential uses and their rural qualities provide an appropriate transition between the 
existing and planned employment uses to the south and the agricultural lands to the north.  in addition to the 
policies in section 3.3.1, the following shall also apply to this precinct:

the following uses are permitted in the Queenston road community:(a) 

Detached dwelling• 
Accessory dwelling unit within a detached house or separate structure, such as a garage or carriage house• 
public or institutional use• 
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Notwithstanding 3.3.2(a), where vacant land at the rear of an existing residential property allows and has (b) 
access to a public road, semi-detached and attached dwelling units may be permitted.

Development along Queenston road shall have a generous setback from the road and neighbouring (c) 
structures.

3.3.3 Prestige Employment Areas

Prestige Employment Areas occupy a significant portion of the land in Glendale and most are highly visible from 
major roads; therefore, the quality of development on these lands will play a large role in defining the image and 
character of the community.  

the conversion of prestige Employment Areas to non-employment uses, including stand-alone major retail uses 
and residential uses, shall only be considered through a comprehensive municipal land use review.

Prestige Employment Areas are intended to accommodate a wide range of office and industrial uses occupying 
sites and buildings that demonstrate design excellence.  in addition to the policies in section 3.1, the following 
shall also apply to prestige Employment Areas:

the following uses are permitted in prestige Employment Areas:(a) 

- corporate or other business office
- research and development facility
- manufacturing and assembly
- information processing
- goods distribution and warehousing
- enclosed technical or commercial school

in addition to the above permitted uses, one hotel with a maximum of 120 rooms is permitted in the (b) 
Prestige Employment Area south of the QEW, as a component of an office campus.

in addition to the above permitted uses, restaurants and convenience retail stores are permitted on the (c) 
ground floor of a multi-storey office building.

in addition to the above permitted uses, automotive gas and service stations are permitted on sites fronting (d) 
york road in prestige Employment Areas, provided such uses are not located on a corner lot where two 
public roads meet.  Gas pumps and other automotive service areas shall be located at the rear of a building 
fronting york road.

Generally, front setbacks in prestige Employment Areas shall be 6-9 metres.  to establish a consistent urban (e) 
streetscape edge along york road, buildings generally shall be built to a line parallel to and 6 metres from 
the front property line.  Along Airport road, where a more rural streetscape character is appropriate, front 
setbacks shall be 9-12 metres.

parking areas shall be generally located at the side or rear of buildings.  on properties fronting Airport road (f) 
and york road east of Airport road, parking shall not be permitted between the front of a building facing the 
road and the right-of-way.
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front yards shall be landscaped and paved areas shall not occupy more than 50% of the front yard.(g) 

Development in the prestige Employment Area south of the QEw shall be planned to create a campus-like (h) 
environment.  Buildings shall front an internal street while presenting an attractive façade to the QEw.

A minimum of 20% of the area of a site in a prestige Employment Area shall be landscaped.  (i) 

outside storage, including parking areas for tractor trailers, generally shall be prohibited in prestige (j) 
Employment Areas.  on properties fronting york road east of townline road, outside storage areas may be 
permitted provided such areas are located entirely behind a building, are screened and do not occupy more 
than 15% of the lot area.  Materials to be stored shall not exceed three (3) metres in height.

Loading docks for a distribution or warehouse facility shall be located at the rear of the building or within an (k) 
internal loading area screened from public view.  Loading docks for other uses shall be located at the rear of 
the building.

servicing and garbage areas shall be screened and located at the rear of buildings, and shall not be visible (l) 
from the QEw.  servicing and garbage areas enclosed within the building shall be encouraged.

In addition to the above policies 3.3.3(a)-(k) and the policies of 3.3.1, zoning and site planning shall be (m) 
guided by the following.  Exceptions to the following guidelines are permitted without amendment to this 
plan provided the exceptions satisfy the principles and objectives for Glendale.

Lot widths along york road and Airport road should be a minimum of 50 metres.  Along secondary i. 
roads, lot widths should be a minimum of 30 metres.  Lots should have a minimum depth of 60 metres. 
Building coverage should not exceed 50% of the lot area.

front yards on york road and Airport road should be well landscaped, with a row of deciduous trees ii. 
along the front edge mirroring a single row within the right-of-way, generally spaced 8-10 metres apart.  
in all prestige Employment Areas, fences should be prohibited within the area between the building and 
the street.

side yard setbacks should be a minimum of 3 metres for interior side yards and generally 6 metres for iii. 
an exterior side yard.  Along york road, buildings on corner sites should be built to a line 6 metres from 
the side lot line.

Buildings should occupy a minimum of 40% of the lot width.iv. 

Buildings on York Road or facing the QEW should have a minimum height of two (2) storeys.v. 

Buildings at the corner of two streets should address the corner with special architectural massing or vi. 
detail.  Buildings near the intersection of york road and townline road should have a minimum height 
of four (4) storeys to reinforce the sense of a business park gateway.

high-quality exterior cladding materials, such as glass, steel, metal paneling and masonry, should vii. 
be used on the façades of buildings fronting york road and the QEw.  pre-cast paneling and exterior 
insulated finishing systems generally shall be discouraged on these façades.  At least 50% of a 
façade’s surface area should be glazed. 
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Illustrations for Prestige Employment Areas

Naturalized landscape areas are encouraged, provided appropriate landscape management practices viii. 
are followed.

structured parking should be located at the rear of buildings and screened from view from primary ix. 
streets.  where structures face a secondary street, high-quality exterior cladding materials should be 
used.

where a site abuts a residential property, a minimum 2-metre-high landscaped buffer, consisting of x. 
tightly-planted coniferous hedge material, should be provided.
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3.3.4 Industrial Park Areas

the industrial park Areas are located in a less publicly visible area of Glendale and therefore are an appropriate 
location for industrial uses whose operations may have adverse visual impacts.

the conversion of industrial park Areas to non-employment uses, including stand-alone major retail uses and 
residential uses, shall only be considered through a comprehensive municipal land use review.

the following uses are permitted in industrial park Areas:

research and development facility• 
manufacturing and assembly• 
fabrication• 
information processing• 
goods distribution and warehousing• 
industrial and transportation servicing and maintenance facility• 
construction and agricultural equipment sales and rental facility• 

In addition to the above permitted uses, a business office that supports an industrial operation on the (a) 
same site is permitted.

Buildings shall have a consistent setback from a public road, generally not greater than twenty-four (24) metres.(b) 

parking areas shall be encouraged at the side or rear of buildings.  parking between the front wall of a (c) 
building and the public right-of-way shall be limited to two tiers.  Landscaped areas shall be used to provide 
a buffer between parking areas and buildings and between parking areas and the street.

A minimum of 10% of the area of a site in the industrial park shall be landscaped.  (d) 

outside storage is permitted in industrial park Areas provided it is located behind a building, is screened (e) 
from public view and does not occupy more than 30% of the lot area.  materials to be stored shall not exceed 
five (5) metres in height.

Loading areas shall be located at the side or rear of a building.  Garbage areas shall be screened and (f) 
located at the rear of buildings.  servicing and garbage areas enclosed within the building shall be 
encouraged.

In addition to the above policies 3.3.4(a)-(g) and the policies of 3.3.1, zoning and site planning shall be (g) 
guided by the following.  Exceptions to the following guidelines are permitted without amendment to this 
plan provided the exceptions satisfy the principles and objectives for Glendale.

Lots should have a minimum width of 30 metres.  Building coverage should not exceed 50% of i. 
the lot area.

front yards should be well landscaped.  fences should be prohibited within the area between the ii. 
building and the street.
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Illustrations for Industrial Park Areas

side yard setbacks should be a minimum of 3 metres for interior side yards and generally 6 iii. 
metres for an exterior side yard.

Buildings should occupy a minimum of 40% of the lot width.iv. 

Naturalized landscape areas are encouraged, provided appropriate landscape management v. 
practices are followed.
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3.3.5 Hospitality Precinct

the hospitality precinct is intended to become a focal area for hotels, restaurants and other commercial uses 
catering to the travelling public and business community in Glendale and supporting tourism elsewhere in the 
town.  with such uses located in well-designed buildings oriented to a pedestrian-friendly york road, the precinct 
will develop a village character and distinguish itself from other highway commercial areas along the QEw.  in 
addition to the policies below, zoning and site planning in the hospitality precinct should be guided by the urban 
Design concept plan shown in figure 6. it is recognized figure 6 is a concept and that a different arrangement of 
buildings, open space and parking areas may be considered.

the following uses are permitted in the hospitality precinct:(a) 

hotel• 
convention centre• 
restaurant • 
retail store• 
medical or other professional office• 
corporate or other business office• 
financial institution• 

Restaurants and retail stores shall be located on the ground floor of a multi-storey building.(b) 

to facilitate the establishment of a pedestrian-friendly environment and discourage the idling of (c) 
automobiles, drive-through establishments shall not be permitted.

To define a consistent street wall on York Road and encourage walking, buildings shall be located at or (d) 
close to the front property line and have a minimum height of two (2) storeys.  Mixed-use buildings shall be 
encouraged.

All commercial uses shall have an identifiable entrance on York Road, flush with the public sidewalk.  Corner (e) 
buildings generally shall have entrances at the corner.

Buildings fronting york road shall have an elevation based on the planned urban cross-section of york road.(f) 

parking shall not be permitted between the edge of the public right-of-way and the building face.(g) 

Loading, garbage storage and other service areas shall be located at the rear of the building and screened (h) 
from public view.

interconnected systems of rear laneways and drive aisles across adjoining properties shall be encouraged.(i) 

Any structured parking required shall be located at the rear of buildings and screened from view from york (j) 
road.  parking structures should appear as buildings, with high-quality exterior cladding materials.

Generally lots shall have a minimum width of 30 metres.(k) 

Generally building heights shall be 2-5 storeys, and a minimum height of 3 storeys shall be encouraged.  As (l) 
identified on Schedule B, a building of up to 12 storeys shall be permitted at the rear of the property south 
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of york road and east of Airport road, where a taller building will help to mark the interchange and not 
overshadow york road.  to ensure a tall building in this location distinguishes the gateway and minimizes 
impacts on long views, the portion of the building above the fifth (5) storey shall be slender, with a floor plate 
width that does not exceed 22 metres and a length-to-width ratio of 3:2 or less.

In addition to the above policies 3.3.5(a)-(l) and the policies of 3.3.1, site planning and architecture for (m) 
buildings greater than three (3) storeys on York Road shall be guided by the following.  Exceptions to the 
following guidelines, illustrated in figure 7, are permitted without amendment to this plan provided the 
exceptions satisfy the principles and objectives for Glendale.

The massing and design of 4-5 storey buildings should reflect a linked series of buildings, in which i. 
“connector” building segments, 6-15 metres long, are recessed 0.5-1.5 metres from the front wall at 
regular intervals along the street frontage.  corner building segments should generally occupy 25-30 
metres of frontage while mid-block building segments should generally occupy 15-20 metres of the 
street frontage to assert the prominence of the corner unit.

Buildings should have a distinct base, middle and top or cornice.  the building base should be one ii. 
storey and have a floor-to-ceiling height of 5 metres and glazing across at least 60% of the front.  The 
top of the building base should be marked with a cornice feature 0.6-1.0 metres in height, which may 
be used for storefront signage mounted as a marquee.  the building middle extends from the building 
base cornice to the top of the fifth (5) storey.  It should exhibit a distinctive and regular pattern of 
vertical relief or articulation along the street frontage.  the use of brick is encouraged; stucco, wood 
or vinyl siding and vibrant-coloured glazing are not appropriate.  the articulation of windows should 
vary along the building mid-section, and the use of divided windows and top and bottom lintels is 
encouraged.  Except within recessed segments, projected balconies are discouraged.  the building 
top should consist of a distinctive roof feature or 0.6-1.0 m cornice element.  Gabled roofs, windowed 
gables and other distinctive roof features are appropriate.

(o) Buildings shall be clad in high-quality materials consistent with the materials predominantly used in the 
town’s historic communities, including masonry, wood and glass.

(p) Development shall mitigate adverse impacts from lights or overlook on residential properties to the north.  
Lighting for parking areas shall be oriented away from residential properties and designed to minimize light 
pollution.  Black-out curtains or shades must be used in rear-facing windows.  Landscape buffers consisting 
of a continuous row of coniferous trees and/or fence shall be provided at the rear of properties.

(p) prior to approval, applications for development in the hospitality precinct shall be subject to an urban 
design and architectural review process.
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Figure 6:  Hospitality Precinct Urban Design Concept

Figure 7:  Built form guidelines for mid-rise 
buildings

Note:  plans for future development may vary from concepts shown. 
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Illustrations for the Hospitality Precinct
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3.3.6 Mixed Use Destination Area (Special Study Area)

the mixed use Destination Area is intended to become a major inter-regional shopping and entertainment 
destination, complementing the town’s other visitor attractions.  it is also intended to make Glendale a more 
complete community by providing amenities for residents, workers and students and integrating a mix of land uses 
over time.

Development in the mixed use Destination Area will need to be responsive to current trends in retail development.  
The area has been identified as a Special Study Area to recognize this and allow the arrangement of land uses, 
configuration of streets, open spaces and parking, and the form of buildings to be determined when a development 
proposal is submitted.  Nevertheless, the following general policies shall guide detailed planning in the area.

the following uses are permitted in the mixed use Destination Area:(a) 

retail store• 
cinema• 
restaurant• 
personal or business service• 
medical or other professional office• 
financial institution• 
apartment and live/work dwellings• 
places of entertainment and amusement• 
health or fitness facility• 
micro-brewery• 
winery• 
enclosed commercial school• 

Mixed use buildings containing retail or service uses on the ground floor and residential and office uses on (b) 
upper floors shall be encouraged, though it is recognized that they may not be achieved in the early phases 
of development.

Exceptions to Policies 3.3.1(b), (e), (f), (g), (h) and (m) may be permitted in the Mixed Use Destination Area (c) 
without amendment to this plan.

Development shall be pedestrian-friendly.  Buildings shall be oriented to streets or other open spaces.  the (d) 
pedestrian realm shall be generous, interconnected and designed to a high standard.  the arrangement and 
width of stores shall encourage walking.

to facilitate the establishment of a pedestrian-friendly environment and discourage the idling of (e) 
automobiles, drive-through establishments shall not be permitted.

The movement network and initial phases of development shall facilitate intensification over time.(f) 

parking generally shall be located at the rear or side of buildings.(g) 

Large parking areas shall be divided by landscape strips planted with trees.  Landscaped berms shall buffer (h) 
parking areas from the south service road to obscure views of the parking areas from the QEw.

Along the south side of the mixed use Destination Area, development shall provide an appropriate built (i) 
form transition to the Niagara-on-the-Green residential community, implemented in conjunction with section 
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3.3.9(e) of this plan.  Large parking lots and service areas generally shall be screened or buffered by 
development.

Loading, servicing and garbage areas shall generally be located at the rear of buildings and screened from (j) 
public view.

Buildings shall be clad in high-quality materials consistent with the materials predominantly used in the (k) 
town’s historic communities, including masonry, wood, wood-like materials and glass.

Above-ground parking structures shall be designed to appear as fenestrated buildings with a regular pattern (l) 
of openings and materials that are compatible in type and quality with those of surrounding buildings.

prior to approval, applications for development in the mixed use Destination Area centre shall be subject to (m) 
an urban design and architectural review process.

The boundaries of the Mixed Use Destination Area may be modified without amendment to this plan, (n) 
provided the population and urban design objectives for the Niagara-on-the-Green residential community 
and the Village Centre are satisfied. 

Illustrations for the Mixed Use Destination Area
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3.3.7 Village Centre

the Village centre is intended to accommodate over time a mix of uses and provide a focal point for commercial 
and social activities for residents, workers, students and visitors in Glendale.  it includes the white oaks 
resort and spa on a large and prominent site bounded by the QEw, Glendale Avenue and taylor road.  council 
recognizes the importance of white oaks to the economy of the town and encourages further development of its 
site that enhances the identity, vitality and character of Glendale.  the portion of the Village centre west of taylor road 
has been identified as a Special Study Area to recognize that the configuration of land uses, streets and open spaces 
in this area will be determined in conjunction with future plans for the mixed use Destination area and Niagara-on-the-
Green community to the west.  

Development in the Village centre should be oriented to pedestrian-friendly streets, including taylor road, and 
potentially a publicly accessible urban square or “village green”.

the following uses shall be permitted in the Village centre:(a) 

hotel• 
convention centre• 
recreation facilities• 
restaurants• 
retail stores• 
medical or other professional office• 
corporate or other business office• 
apartment and live/work dwellings• 
educational facility• 
day care centre• 
place of worship• 

housing designed for students of Niagara college is encouraged in the Village centre.(b) 

The ground floors of future buildings fronting Taylor Road shall be occupied by retail, restaurant, hotel or (c) 
other commercial service uses.

on the west side of taylor road, buildings shall address and have main entrances on a street or open (d) 
spaces, forming an urban edge.  parking shall not be located between the front of buildings and the street.

Loading, servicing and garbage areas generally shall be located at the rear of buildings and screened from (e) 
public view.

Buildings shall be clad in high-quality materials consistent with the materials predominantly used in the (f) 
town’s historic communities, including masonry, wood, wood-like materials and clear glass.  to maintain the 
visual prominence of the Niagara Escarpment, highly reflective or glaring materials such as mirror glass and 
non-neutral coloured glass shall not be permitted.  Exceptions may be made for vertical additions to existing 
buildings already incorporating such glass.

Above-ground parking structures shall be designed to appear as fenestrated buildings with a regular pattern (g) 
of openings and materials that are compatible in type and quality with those of surrounding buildings.
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In addition to the above policies 3.3.7(a)-(f) and the policies of 3.3.1, site planning and architecture for (h) 
buildings greater than three (3) storeys fronting Taylor Road and the village green shall be guided by the 
following.  Exceptions to the following guidelines are permitted without amendment to this plan provided the 
exceptions satisfy the principles and objectives for Glendale.

The massing and design of mid-rise buildings should reflect a linked series of buildings, in i. 
which “connector” building segments, 6-15 metres long, are recessed 1.5-3.0 metres from the 
mandatory build-to line at regular intervals along the street frontage.  corner building segments 
should generally occupy 25-30 metres of frontage while mid-block building segments should 
generally occupy 15-20 metres of the street frontage to assert the prominence of the corner unit.

Buildings should have a distinct base, middle and top or cornice.  the building base should be ii. 
1-2 storeys and have a floor-to-ceiling height on the ground floor of 5 metres and glazing across 
at least 60% of the front.  the top of the building base should be marked with a cornice feature 
0.6-1.0 metres in height, which may be used for storefront signage mounted as a marquee.  the 
building middle extends from the building base cornice to the top of the fifth storey.  It should 
exhibit a distinctive and regular pattern of vertical relief or articulation along the street frontage.  
the use of brick is encouraged; stucco, wood or vinyl siding and vibrant-coloured glazing are not 
appropriate.  the articulation of windows should vary along the building mid-section, and the use 
of divided windows and top and bottom lintels is encouraged.  Except within recessed segments, 
projected balconies are discouraged.  the building top should consist of a distinctive roof feature 
or 0.6-1.0 m cornice element.  Gabled roofs, windowed gables and other distinctive roof features 
are appropriate.

on 6-8 storey buildings, the 1-3 additional storeys, plus a roof treatment, will comprise the iii. 
building top.  Except at corners, all additional storeys above the fifth floor should be set back 
3 metres from the building edge.  the use of projected balconies is permitted on these upper 
storeys and a distinctive roof or canopy feature is encouraged to complete the building.  At 
corners, the sixth floor may be projected directly up and will be considered an extension of the 
building mid-section and should be completed with a building top or cornice.  the seventh and 
eighth floors at the corner pavilions should be set back 1.5 m from the building edge, and the top 
floor completed with a roof feature or cornice.

(i) with regard to the white oaks site, in addition to the above policies, the following shall apply:

to ensure individual phases of development on the site are coordinated with one another and i. 
together support the Village centre concept for the area, development shall be guided by a 
master plan for the site that includes an intended phasing plan, prepared to the satisfaction 
of the town.  the master plan shall identify all existing and proposed buildings, open spaces, 
driveways and parking areas and parking garages.

to support the creation of an active, pedestrian-oriented public realm and frame the Village ii. 
centre park, the master plan shall be encouraged to include buildings of 3-5 storeys fronting 
taylor road.  Alternatively or in addition, landscaped open space shall be provided.
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the master plan shall include a building fronting a publicly-accessible plaza at the intersection of iii. 
Glendale Avenue and taylor road.  the precise location, size and dimensions of the plaza shall 
be determined through the site plan review process but generally should have a minimum depth 
of 35 metres.  A portion of the plaza may be located within the public right-of-way, subject to the 
approval of the town and Niagara region.

Notwithstanding the height limit of 16 storeys for buildings in the centre of the site, as identified iv. 
in schedule B, one building in this area may be permitted a maximum height of 20 storeys 
without amendment to this plan, subject to the approval of council at the time of rezoning and site 
plan review.

to provide an appropriate transition to lower buildings on surrounding properties, portions of v. 
buildings above eight storeys shall be set back a minimum of 30 metres from taylor road and a 
minimum of 60 metres from the southern-most point of the site.

to maintain the visual prominence of the Niagara Escarpment and establish a distinctive skyline vi. 
for Glendale, tower elements above the fifth storey of a building shall be slender, with a floor plate 
width that does not exceed 22 metres and a length-to-width ratio of 3:2 or less.  there shall be a 
minimum separation distance of 15 metres between tower elements.  separate tower elements 
shall be designed to achieve a coherent and harmonious paired built form relationship through 
the use of similar building materials, fenestration and architectural expression.

to establish landmarks and a distinctive skyline for Glendale, the tops of buildings greater than vii. 
eight storeys, which includes the roof and may include the top floors and mechanical penthouse, 
shall have a form and architectural treatment that is distinct from other elements of the building.

Buildings up to 8 storeys shall be located at or close to the street edge, and taller buildings shall viii. 
be located internal to the site.

Balconies shall be permitted provided they are recessed and do not project beyond the outer wall ix. 
of the building.

Vehicular access to the site from Glendale road, which may provide a private road connection x. 
to taylor road, will be subject to further study through the development of a comprehensive 
transportation strategy for Glendale.

(j) prior to approval, applications for development in the Village centre will be subject to an urban design and 
architectural review process.
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Illustrations for the Village Centre
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3.3.8 Institutional Campus

the area designated institutional campus is occupied by the Niagara-on-the-Lake campus of Niagara college, 
an important institution and asset to the town.  the college is encouraged to prepare and periodically update, 
in consultation with the town, a physical master plan of the site indicating the location and form of future 
development.  the town acknowledges that as the college grows and evolves, any such plan is subject to change.

the following uses shall be permitted in the institutional campus:(a) 

college or university• 
enclosed technical or commercial school• 
research facility• 
student housing• 
day care centre• 
winery• 
accessory retail of products developed in college programs• 
other ancillary uses to a college or university• 

in addition to the above uses, small-scale commercial uses catering to the daily needs of students and (b) 
employees, such as restaurants and a book store, shall be permitted.

Niagara college is encouraged to provide additional student housing on its property.(c) 

Development shall be structured by a rational, interconnected network of driveways and pedestrian paths (d) 
that facilitate walking.

Buildings shall be set back a minimum of 9 metres from external roads to accommodate generous (e) 
landscaping along the periphery of the campus.  to create a pedestrian-friendly campus setting, buildings 
should frame internal streets and open spaces.  

to maintain a campus environment, a minimum of 25% of the site area shall be landscaped.(f) 

Any structured parking shall be located at the rear of buildings and screened from view from primary streets.  (g) 
parking structures should be clad with high-quality exterior materials such as masonry and steel.

Loading, servicing and garbage areas shall be located at the rear of buildings and screened.  servicing, (h) 
loading and garbage areas enclosed within the building shall be encouraged.
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3.3.9 Niagara-on-the-Green Residential Community 

continued development of the Niagara-on-the-Green community will bring many new residents to Glendale.  
Although plans and guidelines for the community have been approved by the town, it is anticipated that plans for 
the north side of Glendale Avenue will be revised to respond to future plans for the mixed use Destination and the 
Village Centre.  Nevertheless, the relevant policies in Section 9 of the general Official Plan and existing community 
design and architectural guidelines shall continue to apply.  the policies below are intended to guide revisions to 
previous plans.

plans shall demonstrate how proposed development supports the town’s goals regarding housing diversity, (a) 
seniors housing and affordable housing.

Development shall be structured and serviced by a grid-like network of secondary and local streets.(b) 

medium density forms of housing, including townhouses, stacked townhouses and low-rise apartment (c) 
buildings, integrated with detached and semi-detached housing, shall be permitted.  medium density 
housing is encouraged along the northern edge of the community, along Glendale Avenue and around 
parks, to support vitality in the Village centre and mixed use Destination, accommodate a variety of 
household types, and support transit service to the community.

housing suitable and intended for students of Niagara college shall be discouraged.  houses functionally (d) 
configured as rooming houses exclusively shall not be permitted.

Along the north side of Niagara-on-the-Green, development shall provide an appropriate built form (e) 
transition to the Mixed Use Destination, subject to Section 3.3.6(i) of this plan.  Residential or live/work 
units shall be encouraged to front planned open spaces, including parks and stormwater management areas.

Blocks with a majority of townhouses and/or semi-detached houses on lots less than 7.5 metres wide (f) 
generally shall be serviced by rear laneways.

Notwithstanding the Urban Residential policies in Section 9 of the general Official Plan, the maximum (g) 
overall density of residential development, including land for streets, pathways, parks, schools and 
stormwater management facilities shall be approximately 25 units per hectare.

Local commercial uses may be permitted on corner sites fronting Glendale Avenue.  Buildings containing (h) 
such uses shall have a mass not less than that of a two storey building, and their design shall be in 
keeping with the residential character of the community.  parking and service areas for such uses shall be 
located at the rear of the building.

Buildings shall face Glendale Avenue, with parking and servicing areas accessed via rear laneways.(i) 

to maximize access and visibility, the majority of the edge of neighbourhood parks should abut a public (j) 
street.  stormwater ponds should be set within park-like settings that are also visible and accessible from 
surrounding streets.
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Illustrations for Niagara-on-the-Green
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3.4   movement Network

Expanding and enhancing the transportation network for vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians will be critical to 
facilitating the growth of Glendale and ensuring good connectivity within the community and to points beyond.  
the movement Network plan outlined in schedule c is intended to guide additions and changes to the Glendale’s 
transportation infrastructure.  it should also inform the preparation of a transportation strategy that engages the 
town, the region, the mto and landowners.  A strategy will be required to identify the key access improvements 
needed to unlock the development potential of constrained sites and the community as a whole.  As it addresses 
current and potential traffic issues and opportunities for a growing community, the strategy should seek to 
establish a more balanced movement system, in which public transit plays an integral role and the needs of 
pedestrians and cyclists are fully addressed.

the region of Niagara is planning to undertake an Environmental Assessment to identify possible alternatives 
for improving capacity for the Glendale Avenue corridor and the QEw interchange and corridor.  the EA should be 
coordinated with the broader Glendale transportation strategy and shall be informed by the policies of this plan.  
property owners within the ministry of transportation’s Area of control will be required to pay their respective and 
appropriate share of costs, to the satisfactions of the town, region and mto, for necessary improvements to the 
interchange.  in addition, landowners may be required to contribute land for road widenings or daylight triangles.

the main elements of the movement Network include the following:

Primary Streets – public roads that provide access to and through Glendale.  they include arterial roads, collector 
roads and local roads.

Secondary Streets – public roads and occasionally private streets that provide important links between primary 
streets.  they include collector roads and local roads.

Special Character Streets – primary and secondary streets designed specially to convey a distinct sense of place 
for the area and larger community.  section 5 of this plan contains proposed cross-sections for special character 
streets.

Public Tertiary Streets – neighbourhood streets (local roads) not intended for through traffic.

Private Streets and Drive Aisles – important tertiary “streets” that provide access to large sites and rationalize 
vehicular and pedestrian movement across one or more properties.

Trails – pedestrian pathways generally located in or adjacent to conservation areas.

Modifications to the location of secondary streets, local streets, private streets and drive aisles, and trails in 
schedule c are permitted without amendment to this plan.

the policies below are intended to highlight changes and improvements to the movement Network the town shall 
pursue.

the town shall support the study and construction of a second vehicular connection over the QEw, linking (a) 
townline road to the Glendale Avenue Extension, as conceptually shown on schedule c.  this connection, 
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likely in conjunction with ramp improvements, would relieve congestion on Glendale Avenue and improve 
access to Glendale’s employment lands on both sides of the QEw.

the town shall work with the province and the region to ensure future improvements to the Glendale (b) 
interchange safely and comfortably accommodate pedestrians and cyclists crossing the QEw.

At the appropriate time, when the hospitality precinct, Village centre and mixed use Destination are (c) 
more fully built out, the town shall support and facilitate the study and, if desired, the construction of a 
pedestrian bridge over the QEw, aligned with Airport road and taylor road.

the town shall work with the region and the province to identify and implement opportunities to include (d) 
Glendale within inter-municipal and inter-regional transit systems, and to establish a transit hub in 
Glendale.  Schedule C identifies a location for a park-and-ride facility, a potential precursor to a significant 
multi-modal transit station.

the town shall also work with the region and commercial transit operators to generally improve transit (e) 
service in Glendale.

New secondary streets, shared access points and interconnected driveways, as conceptually shown on (f) 
Schedule C, shall be used to service future development efficiently, reduce congestion and minimize 
turning movements on primary roads, and facilitate safe and convenient access to commercial and 
employee parking areas.  the precise location and design of the secondary streets and shared driveways 
shall be determined as development proceeds, through the plan of subdivision and site plan review 
processes.

primary, secondary and tertiary streets, including special character streets, shall be designed and built (g) 
to comfortably and safely accommodate cars, trucks, transit vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists. future 
secondary and local streets identified on Schedule C are generally intended to be public roads built to 
municipal standards.  the town may permit private secondary streets, tertiary streets and laneways 
and may require private right-of-ways to be designed and built to municipal standards in anticipation of 
potential future conveyance to the town.

the town shall work with the region of Niagara and landowners to return the super-elevated portion of (h) 
york road to an urban cross-section that comfortably accommodates vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists.

the town will work with the Niagara region conservation Authority on a trails master plan for Glendale.  (i) 
Any trails within or adjacent to conservation lands will be subject to the approval of the conservation 
Authority.

in partnership with the region, mto and landowners, the town shall initiate a transportation strategy for (j) 
Glendale that will consider the above proposed improvements, including a transit hub, and others that may 
arise.

proposed improvements to the movement Network in Glendale shall have regard for town, regional, (k) 
provincial design standards.
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3.5   public realm

the streets, parks, other open spaces and institutions that comprise the public realm of a community are 
fundamental to its image, identity and quality of life.  the public realm plan for Glendale is shown in schedule D.  
As Glendale grows and evolves, private development will need to be complemented and supported by investments 
in the public realm.  to ensure private and public investments are coordinated to achieve place-making objectives, 
cooperation among the town, the region and landowners will be required.

the policies and guidelines below apply to key streets, open spaces and conservation areas in Glendale.

3.5.1 Roads

the street system is a vital element of the public realm and has a critical role in achieving the urban design vision 
for a community.  in the case of Glendale, roads both connect places within the community, for motorists and 
pedestrians, and provide the main entryways to the rest of Niagara-on-the-Lake.  the functional characteristics 
and the aesthetics of these primary roads need to be considered together in the design and improvement of their 
streetscapes.  while promoting a comprehensive streetscape enhancement program, the guidelines described 
and illustrated below focus on the main entry routes of york road and Airport road and key streets south of 
the QEw.  the illustrations in figures 8-13 are not prescriptive--dimensions may need to vary to meet functional 
requirements and respond to adjacent land uses.  As a general guideline, reduced roadway widths shall be 
considered in all areas to achieve a more urban street cross-section and more generous boulevard widths.  All 
primary and secondary streets should have rows of trees on both sides and sidewalks on at least one side.

Between Airport road and townline road, york road should be rebuilt to have an urban cross-section (a) 
with centre crown to support a commercial main street character on both sides, with a generous 9-metre 
pedestrian realm between the roadway and the edge of buildings (see Section 1-1)  A 4-metre landscaped 
median will enhance the character of the street.  Four (4) travel lanes should be provided, with the outside 
lanes available for off-peak parking. 

Airport road will provide a transition from the urban environment of the hospitality precinct to the (b) 
agricultural landscape beyond Glendale.  south of Queenston road, it should have a lushly landscaped 
edge with a double row of trees and sidewalks on both sides (see Section 2-2)  The pavement width should 
be approximately 14 metres to accommodate two travel lanes and two parking lanes.

East of townline road, through the heart of the prestige Employment area, york road should retain an (c) 
urban character, with buildings located relatively close to the right-of-way, and generous landscaping, 
including a double row of trees, lining both sides (see Section 3-3)  To improve comfort and safety for 
cyclists, bike lanes should be provided on both sides. A centre turn lane is shown, but this may only be 
required at intersections.

The Niagara-on-the-Green North Entry Road should be designed carefully to ensure traffic using it to (d) 
access the planned inter-regional retail destination does not diminish the character and quality of life in 
the residential community.  It should have a strong neighbourhood character (see Section 4-4).  A roadway 
with no more than two travel lanes and space for visitor parking on at least one side shall be encouraged, 
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subject to the required traffic study for the future Mixed Use Destination.  Generally, driveway access from 
the street should be restricted to emphasize the pedestrian realm and minimize vehicular conflicts.

taylor road, as the primary entry to the Village centre, should evolve into a pedestrian-friendly urban (e) 
street.  section 5-5 illustrates how buildings should address the street and the preferred width of the 
pedestrian realm.  Bicycles may be accommodated in the curb lanes but otherwise the width of travel 
lanes should be minimized.  The ultimate design of the road will be subject to the required traffic study for 
the mixed use Destination.

Glendale Avenue, west of taylor road, should develop a leafy residential character as the Niagara-on-the-(f) 
Green community is built out.  section 6-6 illustrates how development should relate to the street on the 
north side and the intended treatment of the boulevard.  Bicycles should be safely accommodated in the 
roadway, preferrably in bike lanes.

3.5.2 Parks and Plazas

parks are an essential component of any urban environment, vital to community building.  parks and other pub-
licly accessible open spaces are planned for the Niagara-on-the-Green community and also need to be planned 
for the other precincts in Glendale.  small parks and plazas can perform an important function in commercial 
areas, providing a place for interaction, relaxation, eating and special events.  they also add beauty to the urban 
landscape and can be a catalyst for further development.

in addition to neighbourhood parks within Niagara-on-the-Green, the public realm plan includes a publicly 
accessible green space in the heart of the Village centre and two plazas at key intersections, described below.  
the plan also conceptually shows a number of landscaped open spaces within the Niagara college campus 
and the employment lands on both sides of the QEw.  some of these are potential locations for stormwater 
management features and all are intended to provide amenity space for students and/or employees.  It is 
assumed private landowners and developers will build these spaces in conjunction with adjacent development.  
The locations and sizes of the parks, plazas and other open spaces shown on Schedule D may be modified 
without amendment to this plan.  

the village green is intended to be the civic focal point for a truly mixed-use community on the south side (a) 
of the QEw as well as an amenity for shoppers and tourists from elsewhere.  it should be a well-landscaped 
space, with leafy deciduous trees lining and shading the park, grassy areas and floral gardens, and many 
places for sitting.

the publicly-accessible open spaces shown at the northeast corners of Glendale Avenue and taylor road (b) 
and york road and townline road may be on public or private land or both.  they are intended to be 
urban plazas that enhance these gateway intersections and provide an amenity for workers, students and 
visitors.  They should be built in conjunction with the landmark buildings identified at these locations.  The 
plazas should be mostly hard-surface areas, with high-quality paving materials, but greened with plenty of 
trees and planters.  Over time, ground-floor cafes and restaurants may spill out onto the plazas, and ample 
additional seating should be provided.
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Figure 8:  Section 1-1: York Road (Hospitality Precinct)
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Figure 9:  Section 2-2: Airport Road (Prestige Employment)
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Figure 10:  Section 3-3: York Road (Prestige Employment)
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Figure 11:  Section 4-4: Niagara-on-the-Green Entry Road
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Figure 12:  Section 5-5:  Taylor Road

SECTION 5-5: TaYLOR ROad
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Figure 13:  Section 6-6: Glendale Avenue

SECTION 6-6: GLENdaLE avENuE
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3.5.3 Environmental Conservation Areas

the primary intent with respect to the Environmental conservation Areas associated with the two branches of six 
mile creek is to protect their natural features and enhance their ecological function while enhancing their visual 
presence and amenity value.  soft trails should be developed along the edges of conservation Areas or, where 
appropriate, through them, with the eventual goal of establishing a linked system of trails across Glendale.  while 
public access to the conservation Areas should be encouraged, it also should be managed and monitored to 
ensure human activity does not have an adverse impact on this critical environmental component of the public 
realm.  where fencing is required for reasons of environmental protection or public safety, attractive and durable 
black metal fencing should be used; chain link fencing is not in keeping with the planned character of Glendale 
and generally should not be used in publicly visible areas.

the policies below address the uses and activities permitted within conservation Areas.  Any proposed 
improvements within conservation Areas and development adjacent to them shall be subject to the policies, 
regulations and guidelines of the Niagara region conservation Authority.  Applications for development on 
adjacent lands shall include environmental impact studies.

the following main uses are permitted: fisheries management, wildlife management, waterfowl protection, • 
floodplains, environmental protection, parks, activities and facilities of the Niagara Peninsula Conservation 
Authority.

the following secondary uses are permitted: uses permitted with a main use such as accessory buildings • 
and structures subject to the approval of the authority having jurisdiction.

the following uses, independent of a main use, are permitted: accessory buildings or structures not used • 
for human habitation permitted in an abutting designation subject to the approval of the authority having 
jurisdiction.

in addition to the above policies, Niagara region’s policies respecting natural heritage and development adjacent 
to natural heritage features, as well as the region’s tree and conservation By-law, shall apply in Glendale.  Ap-
plications for development in areas where the tree and conservation By-law applies may be required to include a 
tree preservation plan.

3.5.4 Highway Gateway Landscape

the landscape along the edge of the QEw through Glendale and immediately surrounding the interchange has 
an important role in defining and distinguishing the community as a gateway.  Although good landscaping should 
not be a substitute for high-quality development along a highway, implementing a gateway landscape program in 
the short-term will have a significant impact on the image of Glendale and, indeed, may help to attract prestige 
development.  A landscape design for the approaches to the interchange and the area around the Glendale 
Avenue bridge, such as the one conceptualized in the 2003 Glendale Gateway Study, should be developed, refined 
and executed, in cooperation with the mto.  the Glendale Bridge itself should be treated as architecture, its 
railings and structural elements enhanced in ways that reflect the Town’s built and cultural heritage.  As a distinctive 
feature of the gateway and central element of the public realm, it should be beautiful and safe and inviting to 
pedestrians and cyclists, like the primary roads in Glendale but to a higher standard, given its prominence.
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3.6   Energy and water

this section addresses matters related to infrastructure—aspects of Glendale’s physical environment that are less 
visible than buildings and the public realm but no less important.  only with adequate and timely infrastructure 
and management systems for energy, water and waste water can development function.  And only with rational, 
efficient, low-impact systems will development be sustained over the long term.

the policies below are intended to support the following objectives:

to provide water and waste water services and other utilities in a timely and optimal manner, minimizing • 
impacts on the environment

To develop an infrastructure network that manages energy, water and waste water efficiently and • 
minimizes impacts on the natural environment

to facilitate and promote renewable energy generation and use• 

to ensure infrastructure is designed and constructed to minimize the use of non-renewable energy • 
sources

To encourage and promote building technologies that maximize energy conservation and efficiency• 

Policies

Development shall only proceed on the basis of full municipal water and waste water services being in (a) 
place at building occupancy.

the town will initiate a sewer and stormwater management strategy, in cooperation with Niagara region, (b) 
the Niagara Region Conservation Authority and landowners.  The strategy shall confirm the location of 
stormwater ponds.

stormwater shall be managed on site, or with shared systems, in accordance with the sewer and (c) 
Stormwater Management Strategy to be prepared for Glendale, such that post-development peak flow 
rates off-site will not exceed pre-development rates for all storm events.

stormwater management systems shall be integrated into the design of buildings and the landscape.(d) 

streetscaping shall include irrigation systems for street trees where appropriate and feasible.(e) 

the town shall support the burying of hydro lines along the sections of york road, Glendale Avenue and (f) 
Airport road within Glendale.

solar power shall be considered for street lighting.(g) 
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council may require that development applications include a sustainability plan, prepared to the (h) 
satisfaction of the town’s Director of planning and Development and the commissioner of public works.  
sustainability plans shall consider the following techniques to reduce stormwater runoff, improve water 
quality and conserve energy:

rain barrels or cisterns to capture rainwater for reuse in landscape irrigation and other non-potable • 
water applications;

vegetated swales to filter and detain stormwater;• 

porous surfaces for pathways, patios and parking lots to allow infiltration of stormwater;• 

greywater systems that capture stormwater runoff and other greywater for reuse in toilets and • 
industrial operations;

the use of renewable energy sources for building systems and exterior lighting, such as solar, wind • 
and geothermal;

cogeneration, i.e., capturing and using heat from power generation;• 

green roofs;• 

other techniques that may be identified by Town staff.• 
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3.7   implementation

This section identifies tools and outlines initiatives required to successfully implement this Secondary Plan.  These 
include updates to the Zoning By-law and development review processes.  important studies needed to address 
infrastructure issues and further the public realm objectives of the plan are also identified.

3.7.1 Zoning By-law

the town shall amend the land use and built form provisions of its Zoning By-law to bring them into (a) 
conformity with this secondary plan, and all future zoning amendments for lands in Glendale shall conform 
to this plan.

the town may, when enacting implementing Zoning By-law amendments, apply a holding zone and specify (b) 
that development of the subject lands is considered premature for any one or more of the following reasons:

public infrastructure such as roads, sanitary sewers, stormwater management facilities and water • 
supply are inadequate to serve proposed development;

consolidation of land ownership or execution of a development agreement among landowners • 
is required to ensure orderly development, secure funding and/or equitably cost-share among 
benefiting landowners for community infrastructure;

A site plan agreement is required;• 

supporting studies are required on matters related to transportation, environmental conditions, • 
servicing, stormwater management or design features.

3.7.2 Site Plan Control

with the exception of detached, semi-detached and townhouse dwellings, and accessory structures on a 
residential property, all proposed developments in Glendale shall be subject to site plan control.

3.7.3 Plans of Subdivision

where development requires the subdivision of land and the dedication of public right-of-ways and open spaces, a 
plan of subdivision shall be required.  All plan of subdivision applications shall include a phasing plan.

3.7.4 Urban Design Review Process

The Town shall seek, and have regard for, the advice of the Urban Design Committee in reviewing significant 
development applications in Glendale.  All site plan applications for lands adjacent to Airport road, york road and 
the QEw and within the mixed use Destination Area and Village centre shall be subject to the urban design review 
process.
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3.7.5 York Road Streetscape Design

in order for york road to support a pedestrian-oriented commercial environment, it will eventually have to be 
rebuilt with a crowned section.  further development is expected to occur on vacant sites between Airport road 
and Townline Road in the short-term, and the ground floor of new buildings should be flush with the future 
sidewalk.  the town shall work with the region on a collaborate study of the road’s future design and elevations.  
site plan approval of any development along this section of york road shall be subject to the completion of the 
study.

3.7.6 Glendale Transportation Strategy

Significant growth in Glendale will rely on issues of access and congestion being addressed.  The full range of 
transportation issues also includes an incomplete road network, noise impacts from increasing truck traffic, and 
a lack of pedestrian and cycling amenities.  the interchange itself has been earmarked for improvements in the 
future.  to address existing issues and identify priority transportation improvements, the town shall initiate a 
Transportation Strategy, in partnership with the Region and the MTO.  Major landowners who stand to benefit 
from the strategy and its implementation may be requested to contribute to the cost of the study.  the study shall 
adhere to the provisions of the ontario Environmental Assessment Act as it applies to master plans, in order to 
expedite the approvals for capital projects recommended by the study.  the terms of reference should include the 
above issues and others identified by the Town, the Region, the MTO and the community at large.  The study itself 
shall have regard for the planned Movement Network (Schedule C) and the policies of this plan.

3.7.7 Sewer and Stormwater Management Strategy

Niagara Region has identified the potential for servicing issues as Glendale continues to develop, particularly 
related to sewer capacity.  the region and the town shall initiate a servicing study to identify problems and 
solutions.  the study should be comprehensive and consider a range of development scenarios.  it should 
result in a servicing strategy, and the costing and phasing of priority capital projects should be coordinated with 
recommended road improvements.

the sewer strategy shall be coupled with an updated stormwater management strategy that responds to the long-
term vision for Glendale.  the strategy should include design guidelines and implementation strategies to ensure 
future stormwater ponds are consolidated, located and designed to maximize efficiencies and create open space 
features that enhance development.

3.7.8 Highway Gateway Landscape 

the town, in cooperation with the region and the mto, shall review the recommendations of the 2003 Glendale 
Gateway study as they pertain to the landscape within the highway and interchange right-of-way.  where 
necessary and appropriate, based on consultation, the design concepts should be revised and become the basis 
for a landscaping program.  the program should be developed in parallel with the transportation strategy for 
Glendale, so that capital funds for landscaping associated with highway and regional road improvements are put 
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to best use.  Landscaping costs that cannot be covered by the province or region should be phased in to the 
town’s capital budget. 

3.7.9 Development Charges and Agreements

following completion of the york road streetscape Design, the transportation strategy, and the sewer and 
stormwater management strategy, the town and region shall review and update their development charges by-
laws, with the expectation of recovering capital costs for infrastructure and landscape improvements necessary 
to support future development in Glendale.  To implement area-specific public realm improvements that benefit 
multiple landowners, such as streetscaping, plazas and other open spaces, the town may require landowners to 
enter development agreements with the Town and/or other landowners and may require cash contributions or 
letters of credit for prior to site plan approval.

3.7.10    Community Improvement

It is the intent of the Town that the community of Glendale be identified as a Community Improvement Area under 
section 28 of the planning Act.  further, the town may designate Glendale, in whole or in part, a community 
improvement project Area, for which a community improvement plan will be prepared.

3.7.11    Sign By-law

Distinctive buildings, high-quality streetscapes and beautiful landscapes are intended to be the future symbols 
for Glendale.  pole-mounted signs and billboards generally are inconsistent with this objective, and therefore the 
town shall amend its sign by-law to prohibit them in most areas of Glendale.  Exceptions may be made where 
elevated signs are integrated with the design of the development and do not detract from views of buildings, the 
escarpment and the countryside.
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Schedules a-d:
Land use and character precincts
height plan
movement Network
public realm plan
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